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EXPLANATION OF TERMS 

The term "Philippine War" is used in this study in lieu of "Philippine 

Insurrection" because "insurrection" implies a rebellion against a legitimate, duly 

constituted authority. Most Americans at the tum of the century, including those in 

the McKinley and Roosevelt Administrations, believed the Philippines to be the just 

spoils of the war with Spain, and that they came under United States jurisdiction after 

their purchase in the Treaty of Paris. In this context, any resistance from the Filipinos 

could be, and was in fact, construed by some as a rebellion. This fact is borne out by 

the arguments found in contemporary journals and Congressional reports concerning 

the treatment of captured Filipinos. However widespread, the very existence of an 

anti-imperialist movement proves that this was not a universal concept, even in that 

era. 

In many historical and other works on Viet-Nam, the two words that comprise 

the name of the country appear as one. This usage is incorrect. The word "Viet" is an 

ethnic designation. "Nam" means south. Roughly translated, the two combined mean 

"the southern kingdom of the Viet." According to Viet grammar, the words are 

separated by a dash. To connect the two is akin to artificially joining Eastberlin or 

Southdakota. 
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CHAPTER I 

WAR CRIME VERSUS ATROCITY 

A large number of military histories tend to glorify campaigns and combatants 

alike. This is especially true concerning histories of the United States military. In four of 

the six major world conflicts of the 20th century, American causes have been interpreted 

as "just." American soldiers defended Europe from German predations in 1917-1918, and 

the world from German and Japanese designs in 1941-1945. South Koreans in 1950 

welcomed American-led United Nations assistance in ridding their land of northern 

invaders. Most recently, in 1991, the United States sent troops to the Arabian peninsula 

to liberate Kuwait, the victim of Iraqi aggression. In World War One, the United States 

entered only after continued German unrestricted submarine warfare made her aloof 

position dangerous. America's entry into World War Two came only after an attack on 

her home soil. Though the war in Korea was physically contained within the confines of 

that peninsula, the United States obtained diplomatic and military support from other 

nations under the aegis of the United Nations. Furthermore, the social and political 

climate of the respective periods allowed military efforts to proceed without an outcry 

from the general public. Two conflicts in this century, however, did not fit this mold. The 

Philippine War (1899-1902} occurred in consequence ofthe United States' newly found 

status as a world power. The VietNam War (1965-1973) afforded an arena in which that 

status was tested. 
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The U.S. Army asked soldiers in both VietNam and the Philippines to quell 

insurgencies by whatever means necessary, to introduce a system of representative 

government, and at the same time to convince the indigenous population that Americans 

meant them no harm. When faced with resistance, uncertainties arose in the minds of 

many soldiers about whom the enemy was, and whether the people for whom they were 

fighting wanted help. These uncertainties produced confusion and frustration, and that 

fiustration often led to the deaths of non-combatant civilians. Reports of atrocities in the 

Philippine War elicited a great deal of criticism from anti-imperialists, but in the highly 

patriotic atmosphere of the United States from 1899-1902, such reports evoked only a 

limited response. 

During the VietNam War, however, advances in communications technology 

allowed almost instantaneous dissemination of reports of search and destroy missions, 

torture of prisoners and other alleged misdeeds. For the first time, national and local news 

services broadcast the war, concentrated to fit the demands of scheduling, to an already 

antagonized and confused public. Histories of the VietNam war have tended either to 

vilify the soldiers involved or to ignore the bulk of American atrocities altogether. This 

polarized view of the war is grossly oversimplified and has resulted in animosity on both 

sides of the argument. As with most problems of recent history, the truth lies somewhere 

in between. The U.S. Army may have conducted ground operations with less concern for 

the civilian population in VietNam than in the World Wars or Korea. However, the 

perception of the Viet Nam war as "atrocity-ridden" owes as much to the various socio

political contexts of American wars in this century as to any illegal military action. 
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Prior to the VietNam War, the United States enjoyed a sort of moral superiority. 

This notion of America as somehow exceptional dates back to the beginning of our nation, 

when our Puritan forefathers vowed to build a new social order. Having escaped the cruel 

impositions and decay of the Old World, the pilgrims created a "City upon a Hill" that 

would serve as an example to the other nations of the world. 1 Victory in the 

Revolutionary War affirmed this "chosen" status. Likewise, Americans justified westward 

expansion and the deaths of thousands ofNative Americans as the mandate of"manifest 

destiny" and the innate "superiority" of the Anglo-Saxon race. 

Once the North American continent had been conquered, the United States looked 

beyond its western shores~ not out of the need for living space, but for new markets and 

positions from which to defend those markets. 2 Economic expansionism fueled a 

nationalistic populace who staunchly believed in America's duty to civilize and 

christianize. A missionary ofthat period, Josiah Strong, echoed the sentiments of many 

Americans when he asserted that Anglo-American culture represented the " ... die with 

which to stamp the peoples of the earth," and God "the mighty power with which to press 

it." Spanish rule had brought only oppression and death, or so the yellow press declared, 

and it was the duty of the United States to end Spain's despotic reign, especially in Cuba. 3 

1 John Winthrop, Papers, A B. Forbes, ed. (Boston: Massachusetts Historical 
Society, 1931), Vol. II. p. 295~ quoted in H.H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills, trans. and eds., 
From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology (New York: Galaxy, 1958), p. 79. 

2 A treatise contemporary to this period explaining the need for strategic naval 
bases may be found in Alfred Thayer Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power Upon History, 
1660-1783, 12th ed.(Boston: Little, Brown 1947). 

3 Stuart Miller, "Benevolent Assimilation'': America's Conquest of the 
Philippines,1899-1903 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982), pp. 7-12, passim. 
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Congress declared war on Spain on April 25, 1898, and after only one hundred days, the 

United States' armed forces solved the problem of"Spanish tyranny." The task of 

convincing the Filipinos of the advantages of American protection would take much more 

time, effort, and national will. 

An entirely different set of circumstances surrounded America's entry into World 

War One. By April of 1917 the nations that had started the "War to End All Wars" had 

virtually exhausted their human and economic resources. The bloody stalemate on the 

western front dragged on with no end in sight, and Britain and France desperately needed 

American intervention to avoid total collapse. In contrast, the United States fairly 

radiated wealth and confidence. With a burgeoning industrial economy and newly found 

status as a world power, America became the object of numerous entreaties from members 

of the Triple Entente. 

In the early years of the war, Woodrow Wilson resolutely adhered to a policy of 

neutrality. The son of a Presbyterian minister, the devoutly religious president viewed war 

as a crime against humanity, and the last resort in settling any diplomatic dispute. In 

addition, Wilson ran the political risk of alienating a large portion of his Irish- and 

German-American constituency. A landslide victory in the 1916 election partially negated 

his political concerns. The threat of armed British merchantmen, or "Q" boats, and 

Wilson's rather one-sided diplomacy with respect to the "war zone" around the British 

Isles, forced the Germans to resume unrestricted submarine warfare in February 191 7. 4 

4 William E. Leuchtenburg, The Perils of Prosperity: 1914-1932 (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1958), pp. 16-34. 
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This renewal of German efforts to starve Britain alleviated Wilson's ethical concerns and 

raised the moral stakes of American intervention. The abdication of Czar Nicholas in 

March 1917 removed Wilson's last barrier No longer would the President be supporting 

a monarchical regime if he entered on the side of the Entente. In this five-month period, 

the war became a black-and white issue: a contest of good versus evil, and the minister's 

son reluctantly asked Congress for a declaration of war. On April 6, 1917, the United 

States assumed the role ofworld saviour.5 

No explicit evidence exists to suggest that Americans committed any atrocities in 

World War One. The foremost reason for the dearth of information on this subject lies in 

the nature and timing of our military involvement in the war. The United States did not 

arrive on the scene in force until the latter stages of the war. American troops did not set 

foot in Europe until July 1917, and troop strength did not reach the one million mark until 

July 1918.6 In the interim, arguments over troop deployments and problems in logistics 

kept the men of the American Expeditionary Force (A.E.F.) out of action until January 

1918.7 

5 Harvey DeWeerd, President Wilson Fights His War: World War I and the 
American Intervention (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1968), pp.3-133, passim; 
ArthurS. Link, et al., eds. The Papers ofWoodrow .Wi/son, vol. 41 (Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press, 1983), pp. 514-526. 

6 Girard Lindsley McEntee, Military History of The World War: A Complete 
Account of the Campaigns on All Fronts (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1937), p. 
380; Frank Friedel, Over There: The Story of America's First Great Crusade Overseas 
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1990), p. 37. 

7 McEntee, Military History of the World War, 468; Friedel, Over There, 46-49. 
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General John J. "Black Jack" Pershing took extreme pains to see that the United 

States Army fought as a single, coherent entity. Allied generals viewed the incoming 

American troops as reinforcements for their own depleted units, and necessity often forced 

Pershing to capitulate, but finally, on August 1Oth, 1918, Pershing formed the 1st 

American Army. By then the conflict had become a protracted stalemate along the 

western front, with neither side gaining or losing more than a few hundred yards at a time. 

The A.E.F. took as its first task the offensive at St. Mihiel. Pershing oversaw the 

operation himself, directing movements from the village ofLigny-en-Barrois only twenty-

five miles away. Eight American divisions, along with three French and four British, 

moved over the course of four days to surround the Germans at St. Mihiel. 8 Long periods 

of stalemated trench warfare, such as existed on the western front, greatly reduced the 

possibility of contact with the civilian populace of either side. In addition, small patrols 

were limited to the area between fortifications, or "no mans land." The tactical demands 

of mass troop actions like that of the St Mihiel Offensive dictated the presence of at least 

field-grade officers, and in this case, the supreme commander of the entire Army was close 

by. Additionally, the crusade-like atmosphere of the war itself, fought by eager volunteers 

steeped in the humanitarian traditions of the Progressive Era, reduced the possibility of 

criminal behavior The few Doughboys so inclined, however, would think twice about 

looting or rape when surrounded by their friends and closely supervised by their officers. 

8 Michael J. Lyons, World War I: A Short History, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 
Prentice Hall, 1994), pp. 316-317; Allen R. Millet and Peter Maslowski, For the Common 
Defense: A Military History of the United States, (New York: The Free Press, 1984), pp. 
354-355~ DeWeerd, President Wilson Fights His War, 330-335~ McEntee, A Military 
Historyojthe World War, 518-519. 
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Having officers nearby also affected atrocities and their reportage in an indirect 

manner. Whether or not an action constituted an atrocity depended on individual 

interpretation. A 1916 revision ofthe Articles ofWar gave a soldier's commanding 

officer the power to convene a court of inquiry if that officer believed that the soldier had 

violated any of the Articles. This regulation included Article 92, which stipulated the 

death sentence for murder and rape by those subject to military law. The article did not 

differentiate, however, between the lawful dispatch of a resisting enemy and the murder of 

prisoners-of-war. 9 The decision for prosecution thus rested on the judgment of the 

officer, who may or may not have been qualified to make that determination. 

While tactical considerations kept U.S. troops away from German civilians, an 

increasing number of victories late in the war placed thousands of German soldiers in 

American hands. Of the 48,290 German prisoners-of-war handled by the Provost Marshal 

General's department between June 1918 and March 1919, one hundred sixty-six died. 

Ninety-three of that number succumbed to "complications resulting from incarceration." 10 

In his annual report, Secretary of War Newton Baker never hinted at what those 

"complications" might have been, although the weakened state of the German Army at the 

end of the war probably rendered most of its soldiers highly susceptible to common 

'lm h 'nfl 11 
at ents sue as 1 uenza. 

9 Senate Committee on Armed Services, Revision of the Articles of War, 64th 
Cong., 1st sess., S. Rept. 130, 11-12. 

10 Annual Report of the Secretary of War, 66th Cong., 2nd sess., 1919, 631. 

11 Ibid 
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At home, the drive for mobilization and the maintenance of "national security" led 

to an unprecedented campaign of propaganda and censorship. A week after Congress 

declared war, Wilson, by executive order, created the Committee on Public Information 

(CPI), and appointed journalist George Creel as its chairman. The CPI used the mails and 

the media to fan the already smoldering intolerance of all immigrants into a white-hot 

hatred of Germans. 12 The New York Times and other contemporary periodicals printed 

reports of German atrocities almost daily in an effort to stir resentment and boost the sale 

of War Bonds. 13 

In the meantime, members of the Wilson Administration and cabinet worked to 

eliminate the possibility of such disparaging news about Americans. Congress passed the 

Espionage Act in June 1917, and the Trading-with-the-Enemy Act in October of that same 

year. President Wilson used the provisions of the latter to issue yet another executive 

order, this time to create a Censorship Board. This board held as its explicit purpose the 

punishment of any "disloyal, profane, scurrilous or abusive language about . . . the military 

or naval forces of the United States." 14 Secretary of War Newton Baker further tightened 

12 Stephen Vaughn, Holding Fast the Inner Lines: Democracy, Nationalism, and 
the Committee on Public Information (Chapel Hill, N.C.: The University ofNorth 
Carolina Press, 1980), 214-232, passim. 

13 A particularly revolting example of this is "Corporal Beaten to Death," New 
York Times, 3 April 1918, p.1, col. 7. See The New York Times Index, 1918, parts 1-4 
for an extensive sampling of such articles. See also Poole 's Index to Periodical Literature 
for a similar listing. A corresponding lack of information on American infractions strongly 
attests to the work of the Committee on Public information and the Censorship Board. 

14 Zechariah Chaffee, Freedom of Speech (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Howe, 
1920), p.42; Vaughn, Holding Fast the Inner Lines, 216. 
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restrictions by banning all public information on the American Expeditionary Forces. In an 

April 1918 cable to the War Department, Baker delegated sole authority for "official" 

news of the war to General Pershing. 15 This policy effectively rendered all other reports 

"unofficial," and by extension, unreliable. 

The social context of American involvement with the Allies' civilian populace also 

directly affected the lack of atrocity reports in World War One. U.S. troops in Europe 

enjoyed a warm welcome at every tum. French, Belgian, British and Dutch civilians alike 

hailed the Americans as liberators, threw them flowers, and gladly fed and boarded them. 

This affinity blossomed in France, where the majority of U.S. troops found themselves, 

and quickly grew strong enough to induce a number of American soldiers to take French 

brides. A letter written by the mother of one such bride conveys in no uncertain terms the 

sentiments of the French people. 

Your son is truly charming madam, and it is with great pleasure that we 
have welcomed him at our fireside, where for a few days he has taken the 
place of my eldest son ... who fell for France last year. 16 

Thus, between French admiration and mass offensives against the German Army, close 

supervision and a strong value system, American soldiers had neither the time nor the 

tendency to commit atrocities against German civilians in World War One. In the event 

that they had, the CPI and the Censorship Board would have squelched the reports, and 

left the public comfortably shielded from the horrible possibilities of war. 

15 "Casualty Lists Put Under Ban," The New York Times, 3 April 1918, p.l, col. 6. 

16 Friedel, Over There, 55. 
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The majority of extant documents and historical works on World War Two present 

a similar paucity of evidence of American atrocities. American troops again enjoyed 

liberator status in Europe and, in this case, in North Africa as well . All branches of the 

armed forces conducted operations on a large scale, and usually under the direct 

supervision of a number of field-grade officers. In contrast to World War One, however, 

these operations rarely remained static. The United States was directly involved in two 

separate theaters of operations for nearly four years, and pursued unconditional surrender 

in both. Finally, the United States joined hostilities not as a result of an alliance or 

violation of neutral rights, but as the result of a direct attack, which placed the war in a 

rather personal context. The extended nature and scope of the Second World War thus 

presented American soldiers with greater opportunity and reason to violate the laws of 

war. Even so, evidence of such violations is the exception rather than the rule. 

The Army's own records indicate a reluctance to record such violations. On July 

18, 1945, after the war in Europe had ended, General Eisenhower ordered "all 

commanders exercising general court-martial jurisdiction to investigate ... and report any 

instances of mistreatment" of prisoners. Four divisions accused of several "severe 

incidents" never sent reports to the Branch Judge-Advocate General's (JAG) office. The 

JAG office termed this omission "regrettable," but still recommended no action against 

those divisions. The units that complied with Eisenhower's order produced seventy-five 

cases of mistreatment warranting disciplinary action. Only two of the servicemen so 
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charged, however, were incarcerated, neither for longer than five years. Seven others 

were reprimanded, and the remaining cases indicated no action at al1. 17 

The massacre at Biscari, Italy, provides an example of what might be termed 

"winner's justice," wherein the United States instigated a post facto change in the law of 

war. On July 10, 1943, the 45th Infantry division of General George Patton's Third Army 

waded ashore in the Gulf of Gela. After establishing a beachhead, three companies of the 

45th fought their way ten miles inland to an airfield just north ofBiscari, Italy. An Italian 

unit backed by a few German troops offered some resistance, but gave way within twelve 

hours. Details of the battle would possibly never have made it beyond the unit's own 

records if not for the death of thirty-seven Axis prisoners. Captain John C. Compton 

ordered a detail to shoot the prisoners, and as such the 45th's Inspector-General (IG) 

directed that Compton alone be tried for the killings. 18 Compton himself was acquitted on 

October 23, 1943, citing Lieutenant General George Patton's order: "if they don't 

surrender until you get up close to them, then look for their third and fourth ribs and stick 

. . h I F k h . 1"19 1t tnt ere. uc t em, no pnsoners. 

17 "Memorandum for General Betts, Subject: Report on Results of Investigation 
into Mistreatment of Prisoners of War by U.S. Forces," pp. 1-4 and accompanying 
summary, 31 Dec. 1945, "Treatment ofMilitary P.O.W.'s held by Allies," box 51, 
Classified General Correspondence, 1944-45, Records of the Secretary, General Staff, 
European Theatre of Operations, World War II, Record Group 332, National Archives, 
Washington, D. C. 

18 Ibid, p.30 

19 James J. Weingartner, "Massacre at Biscari: Patton and an American War 
Crime," Historian, vol. 52, no. I, p 29. 
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The IG's decisions to charge the captain with sole responsibility, then acquit him 

dramatically underlined the Army's strict, almost dogmatic adherence to the "superior 

orders" rule. The Anny regulation regarding the matter, which appeared in the 1940 

Rules of Land Warfare and dated back to the 1914 revision of the Articles of War, clearly 

stated that persons subject to military justice were not guilty if acting under the direct 

orders of"their government or commanders."20 In July 1944, the Judge-Advocate 

General of the Army issued a revision of the superior orders rule, stating that such orders 

would merely be "taken into consideration in determining culpability, either by way of 

defense or in mitigation of punishment," and fully deleted the 1940 rule that absolved the 

individual. This would suggest an attempt at internal reform. In that same month, 

however, at the United Nations War Crimes Comission, the United States, having 

successfully executed Operation Overlord in June, made the unprecedented motion to 

extend responsibility to the individual. 21 Then, at Nuremberg in early 1946, American 

counsel petitioned the court to recognize individual responsibility as a universal principle, 

won acceptance ofthat principle as international law, and then prosecuted German war 

criminals at all levels pursuant to that law. 
22 

20 Rules of Land Warfare, (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1940), 
para. 347. 

21 Telford Taylor, Nuremberg And Vietnam: An American Tragedy (Chicago: 
Quadrangle Books, 1971), p.71; Donald A. Wells, The Laws of Land Warfare: A Guide to 
the U.S. Army Manuals, (Westport, CT. : Greenwood Press, 1992), p. 120. 

22 Leon Friedman, ed., The Law of War: A Documentary History (New York: 
Random House, 1972), pp.883-892; Taylor, Nuremberg and Vietnam, pp.83-84 
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"Winner' s justice" also encompassed the doctrine of "military necessity." 

American military men went into battle in the Pacific fully aware of Japanese atrocities 

against their own. Reputable news magazines of the day excoriated the Japanese for their 

"willful acts of barbarous inhumanity," referred to their loyalty to their emperor as 

"fanatical" and "tribalistic," and printed stories of"heinous" Japanese acts against both 

American servicemen and subjugated peoples.23 The Japanese preference for death over 

surrender attained an almost legendary status, both in popular literature and military 

training. 24 The discipline of the Bushido, when pitted against United States military 

training, produced some of the most ruthless battles in history. Widespread knowledge of 

Japanese atrocities garnered at least the tacit approval of commanding officers for 

American servicemen who boiled Japanese skulls for ornaments, and machine-gunned the 

survivors of downed Japanese aircraft.25 Blasting shut the entrances to caves on lwo Jima 

23 "The Enemy", Newsweek, 7 Feb. 1942, 19-20~ Demaree Bess, "Let's Quit 
Pretending," The Saturday Evening Post, 18 Dec. 1943, p. 9~ "Close-up Report on the 
Japanese," New York Times, 4 Mar. 1943~ U. S. Congress, House Committee on Printing, 
Japanese Atrocities to Prisoners of War, 78th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1944, H. Rept. 103 1, 1. 

24 Robert R. Palmer, et al, The Procurement.and Training of Ground Combat 
Troops, (Washington, D.C.: Department ofthe Anny, 1948), p. 398. 

25 Richard Tregaskis, Guadalcanal Diary, (New York: Random House, 1942), p. 
15-16; James J. Fahey, Pacific War Diary: 1942-1945 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 
1963), p.68; Martin Caidin, The Ragged, Rugged Wa"iors (New York: Dutton 
Publishers, 1966), pp. 36-37. Fahey remarks that those who shot Japanese airmen while 
parachuting were "blasted out" for wasting ammunition, but congratulated on their 
marksmanship. 
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and Tarawa was deemed militarily necessary?6 The Banzai charges and kamikaze tactics 

of the Japanese, however, were termed "war crimes."27 

During the First World War, Woodrow Wilson used his executive discretion to 

form the Censorship Board. Franklin Delano Roosevelt wasted no time in employing that 

same discretion, and created the Office of Censorship on December 19, 1941. Roosevelt 

authorized the Director of Censorship, Byron Price, to "cause to be censored . .. 

communications by mail, cable, radio, or any other means of transmission passing between 

the United States and any foreign country."28 As the war progressed, Price issued codes 

that defined acceptable wartime practices for radio stations and the press, who observed a 

self-imposed censorship throughout the war. Like the Censorship Board of the Wilson 

Administration, the Office of Censorship used the codes to designate the government as 

the only "appropriate" source of information. 29 

The Committee on Public Information also had a World War Two analogue in the 

Office of War Information (OWl). The OWl came into being on June 13th, 1942, 

pursuant to Executive Order 9182, and inspired nationalism by issuing tracts like the 

26 Rules of Land Warfare (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1940), para. 23, 24. These regulations define as a necessity "all measures which are 
indispensable for procuring . .. the complete submission of the enemy at the earliest 
possible moment with the least expenditures of men and money." 

27 Leon Friedman, ed., "The Tokyo War Crmes Trial (1948)," in The Law of War: 
A Documentary History, vol. II (New York: Random House, 1972), 1029. 

28 United States Office of War Information, American Handbook (Washington, 
D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 1945), p. 65., hereafter cited as USOWI. 

29 Elmer Davis and Byron Price, War Information and Censorship (Washington, 
D .C.: American Council on Public Affairs, n.d.), pp.64-65; USOWI, p.66. 
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American Handbook and A War Atlas for Americans. These books painted a stirring 

portrait of the nation and its culture, and gave Americans a simplistic idea of the United 

States' war aims.30 The OWl's Foreign Morale Analysis Division (FMAD) concentrated 

on explaining Nazi and Japanese designs. FMAD reprinted some articles, and encouraged 

noted social scientists like Margaret Mead and Ruth Benedict to write other scholarly 

papers that focused on German and Japanese culture. Such works served a dual purpose. 

In examining enemy atrocities in a paternalistic fashion, anthropological studies gave 

Americans a feeling of superiority akin to that of a researcher studying a new species of 

ape, thus creating a basis on which their acts could be justified.3 1 

Circumstances surrounding U.S. actions in Korea precluded condescending 

evaluations of the enemy. Upon surrender of the Japanese, General Douglas MacArthur 

issued General Order I, temporarily dividing an ethnically and racially homogeneous 

people. The primary purpose of the division was to expedite the removal of Japanese 

forces from the peninsula. The ensuing severance of economic and administrative ties, 

however, facilitated Soviet plans for a communist regime in the North, and the installation 

ofKim 11-Sung signaled a more permanent estrangement. Tensions mounted until, on 

June 25th, 1950, the People's Army ofNorth Korea launched a dawn invasion along the 

38th parallel. At the insistence of the United States, the United Nations Security Council 

30 USOWI, 215-224, 417-426, 489-497. 

31 John Dower, War Without Mercy (New York: Pantheon Books, 1986), p.336-
337; James R Mock, et al, "The Limits of Censorship: A Symposium," Public Opinion 
Quarterly, vol.6, no. I, Spring 1942, p. 3-9; LaMar Mackay, "Domestic Operations ofthe 
Office ofWar Information in World War II," (Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin, 1966), 
359-364. 
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requested military forces from its members, thus initiating the first "Police Action" in the 

name of world peace. 32 

In terms of the atrocity-producing situation, the Korean War closely resembled 

World War One. American forces first engaged the North Koreans just over two weeks 

after their initial assault, and fast-moving, decisive operations characterized the first 

months of the war. Allied forces spent most of their time engaged in battle, which left 

little time for casual contact with hostile civilians. Within a year, the fighting settled into a 

stalemate along the 38th parallel~ American troops were situated among a friendly 

populace for the majority of the war.33 Goodwill between U.S. troops and Koreans never 

reached the level that it did in France. Except for a short feud over the use of Japanese 

police force, however, relations remained amicable. 34 The only sources available that 

suggest American atrocities occurred were produced in communist China by North 

Koreans, which calls their veracity into question. The actions of a senator from Wisconsin 

made the mention of any but communist infractions an extremely hazardous affair in the 

United States. 35 

32 Maurice Matloff, ed., American Military History, Army Historical Series, 
(Washington, D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1969), pp.546-548; Kim 
Chum-kon, The Korean War:J950-1953 (Seoul, Korea: Kwangmyong Publishing, 1973), 
p.221 . 

33 Millet and Maslowski, For the Common Defense, 497-504; Matloff, American 
Military History, 565. 

3
• Chum-kon, The Korean War, 118. 

35 On American atrocities in Korea, see Chung-kuo Hung Shih tzu Hui, Out of 
their Own Mouths: revelations and confessions written by American Soldiers of torture, 
rape, arson, looting, and cold-blooded murder of defenceless civilians and prisoners-of
war in Korea (Peking, 1952). It must be remembered, however, that in view of Chinese 
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Joseph R. McCarthy stepped onto the political stage at a time when the fear of 

communism was at its height. Waving imaginary lists, McCarthy assured his supporters 

that he had proof of communist subversion, and that he had traced it to the very halls of 

our own State Department. Conservative elements in Congress saw Korea as the opening 

battleground of World War Three, and insisted that that country be purged of its seditious 

elements in preparation for the final confrontation.36 Using the hearings of the House Un-

American Activities Committee as a forum, McCarthy launched a campaign of terror that 

pervaded every facet of American life. Journalists, the academic community, and even the 

Army became targets for McCarthy's witch hunts. In the course of a routine reranking of 

drafted military medical personnel, Secretary of the Army Robert T. Stevens had 

inadvertently promoted a former member of the radical American Labor party. The Army 

hired Joseph Nye Welch as special counsel, and confronted McCarthy on the floor of the 

Senate in April 1954. Welch's brilliant timing and courtroom presence saved the Army 

any real damage. 37 But the fear of reprisal that McCarthy instilled among the media 

curtailed negative stories about American actions in Korea to such a degree that it 

practically eliminated the need to create a formal mechanism for censorship.
38 

and North Korean purposes and methods in obtaining information from prisoners, these 
confessions may have been extracted at the same time as the confessor's fingernails. 

36 "A View from the Right: Conservative Intellectuals, the Cold War, and 
McCarthy," in Robert Griffith and Alvin Theoharis, Original Essays on the Cold War and 
the Origins ofMcCarthyism (New York: New Viewpoints, 1974), pp. 58-59. 

37 Lately Thomas, When Even Angels Wept: The Senator Joseph McCarthy Affair
A Story Without a Hero (New York: William Morrow and Co., 1973), pp. 490-511 . 

31 William 0 . Douglas, "The Black Silence of Fear," New York Times Magazine, 
13 Jan. 1952, 37-38; 
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Ultimately, the answer to the question of whether the United States actually 

committed more atrocities in the Philippines and VietNam than in the World Wars or 

Korea rests in the difference between a "war crime" and an "atrocity." Authors of works 

that accuse American soldiers of atrocities have used the term to describe everything from 

actual rape and murder to involvement in war as a whole. The term "war crime" narrows 

this concept to violations of the laws of war. The 1956 Army Field manual defined a "war 

crime" as a violation of the law of war "committed by enemy nationals." The manual 

stipulated that American infractions be punished under the Uniform Code of Military 

Justice, but did not use the term "atrocity" to describe such infractions. 39 While still open 

to a vast array of interpretations, the term "war crime" at least carries the weight of 

international consensus. 

The first meeting to reach a consensus on international law convened in The Hague 

in 1899. The development of the small-bore rifle, the invention of the Maxim gun, and 

Alfred Nobel's discovery of smokeless powder prompted diplomats from around the 

world to attempt some limitation of the scope of warfare. In addition to humanitarian 

concerns for the civilian populace, these emissaries realized the increased expense of the 

transportation and treatment of the severely wounded. The delegates agreed to a list of 

forbidden weapons and strategies, and drafted the first truly international laws ofwar.40 A 

"war crime" thus became any act in violation of those laws. As with any law, 

39 Rules of Land Warfare (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1956) para. 505b. 

40 Friedman, The Law of War, p. 149-155~ Wells, The Laws of Land Warfare, 5-8. 
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interpretation became a point of contention for offenses both real and imagined. An 

example of the latter came during World War One, when German authorities accused 

several British pilots of violating Hague Convention XIV. This convention prohibited "the 

discharge of projectiles and explosives from balloons or other new methods of a similar 

nature." Further investigation revealed that the "projectiles" that the pilots dropped were 

only harmless leaflets. In spite of such specific challenges, the conventions established at 

The Hague in 1899 remained essentially unchanged for over seventy-five years.41 

The United States signed all conventions of the Hague Conference of 1899, but 

over the course of the century adopted its own interpretation of the "consensus" 

established there. Army regulations manuals, including the Articles of War, followed the 

various revisions fairly closely.42 The application of those Articles, however, proved 

somewhat less precise. Even before American involvement in World War One, Germans 

accused the United States of violating neutrality laws. 43 After the Korean war, communist 

41 James F. Willis, Prologue to Nuremberg: The Politics and Diplomacy of 
Punishing War Criminals of the First World War, (Westport, CT.: Greenwood Press, 
1982), p. 200; James Brown Scott, The Hague Peace Conferences of 1899 and 1907, 
(New York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1972), p. 525. 

42 Wells, The Laws of Land Warfare, 11-12. The only notable departure that the 
U.S. has taken from the Hague and Geneva conventions concerning "weapons more 
deadly and powerful than any previously known" included napalm, fragmentation bombs 
and the Atomic bomb. Few signatory countries, however, followed these particular 
conventions at any rate. 

43 K. von Weigand, Current Misconceptions about the War (New York, The 
Fatherland Corporation, 1915). 
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group charged American soldiers with violations of the laws ofwar.44 The United States 

Government, however, took no action pursuant to any of these allegations. World War 

Two saw only a handful of soldiers charged with Article 92; most received only verbal 

reprimands. 45 One logical reason exists for these phenomena. 

The Spanish-American war marked America's debut as a world power. 

Unparalleled economic growth and success in the World Wars established a near-

unchallenged dominance over world affairs. If the victorious United States Army did not 

define a particular incident as a "war crime" by conducting an investigation and leaving an 

official record, then for all practical purposes, including those of historical evidence, the 

incident never occurred. 46 Historians continue to frown upon workds dealing with 

44 See Chung-kuo Hung Shih tzu Hui, Out of their Own Mouths: revelations and 
confessions written by American Soldiers of torture, rape, arson, looting, and cold
blooded murder of defenceless civilians and prisoners-of-war in Korea (Peking, 1952). 

45 Supra, notes 16 and 21 . 

46 The largest and most widely known instance of atrocities by Americans very 
nearly assumed this status. The Army had successfully managed to avoid leaving any 
record of the massacre at My Lai until Ronald Ridenhour broke the story by sending a 
letter to his congressman. As a result of Ridenhour's letter, works on the incident abound; 
some of the best include Seymour Hersh, Cover-up: The Army's Secret Investigation of 
the Massacre at My Lai (New York: Random House, 1972); Richard Hammer, One 
Morning in the War: The Tragedy at Son My (New York: Coward McCann, Inc. 1970); 
and United States, Department of the Army, The My Lai Massacre and its Cover-up: 
Beyond the Reach of Law? The Peers Commission Report with a supplement and 
introductory essay on the limits of law by Joseph Goldstein, Burke Marshall and Jack 
Schwartz (New York: The Free Press, 1976). Conversations with Joseph B. Conboy, 
Associate Dean, Texas Tech School of Law, (who was also Staff Judge-Advocate, 1st 
Calvary Division, Viet Nam, 1968-70), Mary Dennis, Archivist of the Army Judiciary 
Records Division, Dennis Vetock., historian and Head Librarian of the Military History 
Institute at Carlisle Barracks, PA., Dr. John Carlin of the Center for Military History, 
Washington D .C. and John Butler, Chief, Suitland Reference Branch, Textual Reference 
Division, National Archives, Washington, D.C. invariably indicated that court-martial 
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American atrocities that use sources other than court-martial or Criminal Investigation 

Division records.47 The "winner's justice," however, stood fast only as long as the 

American government's use of the military had the support of the American public. This 

support was never in jeopardy during the World Wars or Korea. The United States had a 

just cause, and Americans intended to see it through, no matter what the cost. When that 

cause was in doubt, as in The Philippine War, or in real jeopardy, as in the VietNam War, 

atrocity stories assumed special import. They gave the public reason to question 

government policy, which in turn severely curtailed any other agendas that members of 

Congress might harbor, not least of which was re-election. A well-timed victory from the 

armed forces and strenuous refutation from Congress and the President managed to halt 

this process during the Philippine War. 

records, re: violations of Articles 92 or 118 almost certainly do not exist for World War 
One or the Korean War. 

47 See Joseph R. Conlin, Review of Bringing the War Home, by John Helmer, 
Journal of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 417 (1975): 182; Fred 
Weinstein, review of Home From The War, by Robert Jay Lifton, American Scholar, 42 
( 1972-73 ):696; Stephen G. Ambrose, Review of Other Losses: Eisenhower and the 
German P.O.W.'s, by James Bacque, Journal of American History, 80 (March 1994):90. 
All reviewers are members of the American Historical Association. 
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CHAPTER II 

A MATTER OF TIMING 

When the United States formally declared war on Spain in 1898, Americans 

believed it their destiny to free those subject to Spanish rule. God had ordained the 

Anglo-Saxon race to carry civilization and Christianity to the savage races of the world. 

Victory over the Spanish consecrated this mission, and Cuba was set free. The Filipinos, 

however, were deemed a lesser race and therefore unfit to govern themselves until they 

accepted an indefinite period of American tutelage. Charles Darwin had set forth his 

theory of evolution, and Herbert Spencer had applied it convincingly to human society. 

Granting independence to the Philippines, then, would not only run counter to the gospel, 

but also to scientific thought. To the Americans' great consternation, however, the 

Filipinos did not desire tutelage in American democracy and civilization, and took up arms 

to resist it. 

Early defeats forced the Filipinos to adopt guerrilla tactics against the Americans, 

and the United States Army, in tum, responded with methods unlike the ones used in the 

conventional war against the Spaniards. Soldiers wrote letters home describing the 

actions in which they had participated. Correspondents, many of whom had never seen 

the face of war, cabled home horrendous stories of carnage and destruction. A nascent 

anti-imperialist movement seized upon these reports as proof of the evils of expansion. 

Fortunately for imperialists, prevailing attitudes about race and an unquestioned faith in 

the United States Government rendered the protests ineffective. The Army thus retained a 
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free hand in its operations, successfully ending the war before opponents could amass 

enough support to stop the installation of a colonial government in the Philippines. 1 

The Hawaiian Islands provided the first major point of contention between 

imperialist and anti-imperialist factions. The independent Kingdom of Hawaii had been 

the object of American attention since the 1820s, providing a port of call for whaling and 

merchant ships. New England missionaries followed closely behind the mariners, as did a 

strong entrepreneurial spirit. Descendants of these Americans built a healthy sugar 

industry, which sweetened the allure of the islands, and a reciprocal agreement made in 

1875 allowed Hawaiian sugar duty-free entry into the United States. The McKinley tariff 

stanched this flow of goods in 1890, and collapsed the island' s economic boom. At the 

same time, the near-xenophobic Queen Liliuokalani ascended the Hawaiian throne, 

frightening American planters with her anti-foreign rhetoric. A coup d'etat staged by the 

those planters on January 16, 1893, gave U.S. minister to Hawaii John L. Stevens 

sufficient grounds to request military assistance, which in tum infuriated anti-imperialist 

elements on the mainland. 2 Stymied by anti-imperialists and rejected by the Grover 

Cleveland Administration, planters in Hawaii settled for republic status on July 4, 1894. 

The issue remained essentially deadlocked until 1896, when the fate of Cuba became the 

main foreign policy plank in the McKinley platform. 

1 The importance of timing in the loss of public interest over atrocities in the 
Philippine War has also been suggested by Richard E. Welch, Jr., in his book, Response to 
Imperialism: The United States and the Philippine-American War, 1899-1902 (Chapel 
Hill: University ofNorth Caroling Press, 1979), but not as it affected Anny operations. 

2 E. Berkely Tompkins, Anti-Imperialism in the United States: The Great Debate, 
1890-1920 (Philadelphia: University ofPennsylvania Press, 1970), pp. 27-29. 
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Anti-imperialists feared that a war with Spain could open the door to a frenzy of 

acquisition. Even a "humanitarian" war could degenerate into a war of conquest, and 

military intervention in the Cuban struggle might lead to American control of other 

Spanish possessions as well. McKinley wanted war no more than anyone else, but events 

and public opinion conspired against him. The interception and publication on February 

9th, 1898, of an indiscreet letter from the Spanish Minister to the United States, Enrique 

DuPuy de Lome, convinced the American public of Spain's malicious intent. At 9:40p.m. 

on February 15th, the U.S.S. Maine exploded in Havana Harbor. Just over a month later, 

on March 17th, a naval court of inquiry aboard the U.S.S. Iowa ruled the incident ''mass 

murder by persons unknown," and sent a team of four officers home to Washington to 

advise Secretary of the Navy John D. Long. News of the catastrophe stoked the pro-war 

fires burning in Congress and the nation, and in light of de Lome's derogatory remarks, 

the court of inquiry's "persons unknown" phrase was universally interpreted to mean the 

Spanish.3 The Teller Amendment, which precluded American annexation of Cuba, 

assuaged at least temporarily the fears of the anti-imperialists in Congress, and McKinley 

declared war on April 24th, 1898. Exactly one week later, Commodore George Dewey 

sailed into Manila Bay and destroyed the Spanish Asiatic fleet.
4 

3 George J.A. O'Toole, The Spanish War: An American Epic-1898, (New York: 
W.W. Norton and Co., 1984}, pp. 28-29, 148. 

4 Allan R. Millett and Peter Maslowski, For the Common Defense: A Military 
History of the United States of America (New York: The Free Press, 1984}, pp.267-269~ 
Tompkins, Anti-Imperialism in the United States, p.88. 
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The Filipinos, for their part, had been trying to oust the Spanish since 1896. By 

mid-July 1898, insurgent forces had taken control of most of the countryside and had 

forced the Spanish to retreat into the heavily fortified city of Manila. The arrival of 

Commodore Dewey and the American Asiatic Squadron seemed a godsend to the 

revolutionary government, which recognized a powerful ally against the Spanish. Though 

the Americans supported and even armed the Filipinos, they did not share their vision of 

independence. The imperialist faction in Congress had hoped from the beginning to 

assume control of the Philippines, both for trade and defensive purposes. The arrival of 

8000 Army reinforcements in late June and July of 1898 strengthened the American 

position. Major General Wesley Merritt decided, in a conference with Dewey, to attack 

Manila as quickly as possible to avoid an outright victory by Filipino leader Emilio 

Aguinaldo's forces. A clandestine agreement with governor-general Don Fermin Jaudenes 

for a staged battle, followed by an expeditious surrender to the Americans, protected the 

fearful Spanish from Filipino retaliation, and prevented the insurgents from gaining a 

foothold in the city. 5 

On August 13, 1898, Merritt's forces entered Manila and blocked off Aguinaldo's 

insurgent forces. The rebels had spent weeks in trenches around the city, and felt betrayed 

at being denied a share in the victory. Disenchanted, Aguinaldo later discovered that his 

revolutionary government had not been represented at the talks in Paris determining his 

country's fate. Financially and militarily exhausted from the war, and bereft of its colonies 

5 Stanley Karnow, In Our Image: America's Empire in the Philippines (New 
York: Random House, 1989), pp. 123-125; Millett and Maslowski, For the Common 
Defense, p. 283. 
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both in the New World and in Asia, Spain traded control of the Philippines for 

$20,000,000. The arrangement crushed Aguinaldo's dream of American-sponsored 

Filipino independence. Still, the insurgent leader tried to maintain amicable relations with 

the United States, if only to buy time to rebuild his army and resume his fight. Tensions 

continued to mount between the Filipinos and occupying Americans and the United States 

continued to ship troops. Finally, on February 4th, 1899, open hostilities broke out. A 

small group of insurgents passed through the picket lines of the 1st Nebraska Infantry, 

where they exchanged fire with American troops. Three Filipinos were killed in the initial 

exchange, and a protracted battle erupted between the two armed camps. After losing 

some 2,000 to 5,000 men in the space of just under three days, the insurgents withdrew. 

The Philippine War was underway.6 

The Filipinos tried to engage the Americans in conventional warfare in the opening 

months of the war. Led by Aguinaldo's European-educated general, Antonio Luna, the 

insurgent forces lost several battles on the plains of Luzon to Major General Elwell Otis' 

American units in March and April of 1899. After the fall ofTarlac later that year, 

Aguinaldo went into hiding, and Filipinos shifted to guerrilla warfare. 7 The insurgents 

ambushed and boloed American soldiers, and rumors of American prisoners being buried 

6Annual Report of the Secretary ofWar, 1899, Report of the Major-General 
Commanding the Army, 56th Cong., 1st sess., H. Doc. 2, p. 10; Millet and Maslowski, 
For the Common Defense, p.289. 

7 Russell Roth, Muddy Glory: America's 'Indian Wars' in the Philippines 1899-
1935 (West Hanover, MA: The Christopher Publishing House, 1981), 194-214, passim; 
Stuart C Miller, Benevolent Assimilation: The American Conquest of the Philippines 
1899-1903, (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1982), pp.95-96. 
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alive or mutilated circulated through the ranks. 8 For every soldier who wrote that a friend 

had seen a fallen comrade with his chopped-off genitals stuffed in his mouth, there were 

hundreds of others who heard the rumors and believed. The troops developed an intense 

hatred for Filipinos that increased the murder rate, and spawned a practice known as the 

"water cure." 

The water cure was but one of the several forms of torture used by American 

soldiers and their Macabebe scouts to extort information from the soldiers and 

sympathizers of Emilio Aguinaldo. It was the most widely publicized, if not the most 

widely used, and even became a generic term for any torture. The water cure was 

administered with many variations, but the standard procedure included pinning or tying 

the victim down and forcing him to swallow large amounts of water. This created the 

sensation of drowning or suffocation. Just before the victim passed out, he received a 

blow to the stomach, and the water gushed out. The interrogators would then offer the 

victim another chance to confess, or else suffer another, longer treatment. Lieutenant 

Grover Flint gave a very matter-of-fact description of the torture: 

A man is thrown on his back and three or four men sit or stand on his arms 
and legs and hold him down; . . . a carbine barrel or a stick as big as a 
belaying pin ... is simply thrust into his jaws and his jaws are thrust back, 
and, if possible, a wooden log or stone is put under his head or neck, so 
that he can be held more firmly. In the case of very old men I have seen 
their teeth fall out,-and I mean when it was done a little roughly. He is 
simply held down and water is poured onto his face down his throat and 
nose from a jar; and that is kept up until the man gives some sign or 
becomes unconscious. And then ... he is simply ... rolled aside rudely, so 

8 News of Filipino atrocities became even more common after the massacre at 
Balangiga. See the report ofLt. Commander Harry P. Huse, October 1901 , National 
Archives, Record Group 45, Entry 463, Area files, Area 10, Microfilm reel397. 
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that the water is expelled. A man suffers tremendously, there is no doubt 
about it.9 

The water was sometimes given through a syringe or by means of a bamboo pole and a 

canteen. 

The use of torture appears to have increased in the last years of the war. In fact, 

there were probably more atrocities committed after the installation of partial civilian 

government in September 1900, under William Howard Taft than in the earlier period of 

unrestricted military rule. News of such atrocities began to filter back to the United States 

in the winter of 1900. Through all the reports and investigations ran the argument over 

the individual responsibility of the American soldier. Could American boys be guilty of 

violating the rules of civilized warfare? Surely the charges were the result of exaggeration 

and malice; the sensationalist ravings of reporter-correspondents trying to shock the folks 

back home. 10 Out of the hundreds of accusations, the Army officially recognized only 

forty-five. Of these, 4 were murders of prisoners, 15 murders of civilians, I 0 rapes, 14 

administrations of the "water cure," and 3 other abuses of civilians. 11 

9 S. Doc 331, 57th Cong., 1st sess., (1903), 1767-68. 

10 During the Philippine War, several hundred accusations of cruelties were made 
in letters to politicians, parents, and newspapers. Most lacked specific detail and were 
based on hearsay evidence. Interestingly, the letters are most easily found by tracking 
their refutations. See the Army And Navy Journal, 2 September, 1899, 14 October 1899, 
and 6 January 1900 (hereafter cited as ANJ) for some examples of denial so strenuous that 
they make the reader wonder why such a defense was needed for a mere "lie." See also 
James Howard Bridge, editorial in Overland Monthly, 34 (July-December 1899), p. 283. 

11 "Charges of Cruelty, etc. to the Natives of the Philippines: Letter from the 
Secretary of War relative to the Reports and Charges in the Public Press of Cruelty and 
Oppression Exercised by Our Soldiers toward Natives of the Philippines," S. Doc 205, pt. 
1, (1902) 57th Cong., 1st sess.; "Trials of Courts-Martial in the Philippine Islands in 
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News of American abuses both shocked and confused the public. They inspired 

lengthy hearings by the Senate Committee on the Philippines, and intensified the zeal of 

such self-appointed private investigators as Herbert Welsh, Charles Francis Adams, Carl 

Schurz and Moorfield Storey.12 These investigators' conflicting interpretations gave the 

public some cause for uncertainty, while offering historians only limited assistance in 

understanding the nature of the popular response to atrocity charges during the Philippine 

War. 

For the purposes of the present study, the most important question is why these 

atrocity reports had such negligible effect on national policy, and by extension, Army 

operations. Did anyone express indignation or outrage? If so, by what means, and for 

how long? Who defended the military, and was that defense effective? The answers lie in 

the reactions of the military establishment, the administration, and the general public as 

reflected in the popular press. 

Although Storey and other anti-imperialists undoubtedly exaggerated the leniency 

of the military justice mechanism, the Army's official response may be verified by the 

records of courts-martial and review boards. Not only were officers and men court-

martialed, but in several cases received long periods of imprisonment as punishment. At 

the same time, reviewing authorities also exhibited a marked leniency towards those 

Consequence of Certain Instructions," 57th Cong., 2nd sess. , S. Doc 213 (1903); "Affairs 
in the Philippine Islands," 57th Cong., 1st sess., S. Doc. 331 (1903); "Report of the 
Secretary of War for 1901," (Appendix D), 57th Cong., 1st sess., H. Doc. 2 (1902). 

12 One of the best-known anti-imperialist atrocity tracts written by Storey was 
Secretary Root's Record: "Marked Severities" in Philippine Warfare. An Analysis of the 
Law and Facts bearing on the Action and Utterances of President Roosevelt and 
Secretary Root. (Boston: G.H. Ellis and Co., 1902). 
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charged with the killing or torturing of prisoners and civilians. If the crime could be 

associated, even indirectly, with some form of battle action, mitigating circumstances, such 

as superior orders or military necessity, were invoked. Boards often reduced sentences of 

imprisonment to demotion, and demotions to mere reprimands. For example, two officers 

of the 27th Infantry were tried for hanging six Filipinos by the neck for ten seconds, 

"causing them to suffer great bodily pain." Upon review, members of the board amended 

the charge to read "causing them mental anguish." The officers received only a 

reprimand. 13 

Crimes of insubordination and violation of discipline usually brought harsher 

punishments than charges of cruelty to natives, creating an interesting disparity of justice. 

Private Clark Ferguson disobeyed orders, stole twenty dollars worth of goods, and was 

sentenced to eight years at hard labor. In contrast, Private Edwin Collinridge, who struck 

a Filipino woman with a revolver, received only six months. 14 Pillage drew stiff penalties, 

as did rape, which in some instances carried the death sentence. Enlisted men bore the full 

brunt of rape charges, however, and a cursory survey ofthe court-martial summaries 

suggests that officers accused of such crimes received more leniency than those who 

13 S. Doc. 205, pt. I, 57th Cong., 1st sess.,(1902) p.42~ S. Doc. 331 , 57th Cong., 
Ist sess., (1903) pp.901-905; see also Stuart C. Miller, "Our MyLai of 1900: Americans 
in the Philippine Insurrection," Trans-Action, 7 (September 1970), 19-28 ~ H.C. 
Rowland, "Fighting Life in the Philippines," McClure 's Magazine, 19 ( 1902 ), 241-24 7; 
and Daniel P. Schirmer, Republic or Empire: American Resistance to the Philippine War 
(Cambridge: 1972), 236-239. 

14 S. Doc. 331, 57th Cong., 1st sess., ( 1903), 2079. 
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served in the ranks. In the social milieu of the late nineteenth century, officers were 

considered gentlemen, who apparently deserved the benefit of any doubt. 15 

The Army's official response in many ways represents a codification of the enlisted 

men themselves. The American soldier viewed his Filipino adversaries with scorn, not 

only because of the many atrocities that the troops witnessed, but also for their short 

stature and dark color. The Filipino's refusal to "fight fair," that is, to stand his ground 

and be shot down like a man, elicited contempt from the ranks, who rarely understood that 

American technological superiority had dictated the insurgents' guerrilla tactics. To the 

average American, the Filipino had adopted such tactics because by his very nature he was 

"half-savage and half-bandit." The practice of ambushing American soldiers with a bolo 

one day and working the fields the next proved the "gu-gu's" depravity. It came as no 

surprise to the troops that such people were unfit for self-rule. 16 

Probably the most reliable insights into the response of the American soldier in the 

Philippines may be found in the correspondence ofH.L. Wells. Although employed by the 

anti-imperialist New York Evening Post, Wells himself was fairly neutral about U.S. policy 

in the Philippines, and was sympathetic to the dangers and difficulties facing American 

15 During the Philippine War, the Army operated under the Articles of War 
promulgated in 1874. These Articles consisted, with only minor revisions, of the General 
Orders 100 issued in 1863, during the Civil War. This code reflected a strong concern for 
individual property, and equally strong Victorian sexual mores. Of course, during the 
Civil War, it was white southern women's honor that the authors were concerned with. 
For a concise description of the genesis of the G.O.IOO, see Donald A. Wells, The Laws of 
War: A Guide to the U.S. Army Manuals, (Westport, CT.: Greenwood Press, 1992), pp. 

1-5. 

16 "Guerrillas and Bandits," ANJ (23 December 1899) p. 387; see also "The Case 
of Captains Bordman and McDonald," ANJ (14 April1900), p. 778. 
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troops. Wells believed sincerely that U.S. soldiers had committed no "general outrages," 

but he had no illusions about their disdain for the enemy: 

There is no question that our men do "shoot niggers" somewhat in the 
sporting spirit, but that is because war and their environments have rubbed 
off the thin veneer of civilization . ... Undoubtedly, they do not regard the 
shooting of Filipinos just as they would the shooting of white troops. This 
is partly because they are "only niggers," and partly because they despise 
them for their treacherous servility .... The soldiers feel that they are 
fighting with savages, not soldiers .... 17 

The accuracy of Wells' analysis is substantiated in part by a number of letters 

found in the New York Times between December of 1899 and February of 1902. In 

addition to underscoring the probable causal link of contempt to brutality, they reveal a 

certain conviction that the soldiers themselves were as much victims as perpetrators. 

Soldiers, as a general rule, were very young men, relatively poorly educated, and 

conditioned by the racism and provincialism of their socialization. Away from the mores 

of small-town America, they were eager to prove their manhood by "shooting niggers" 

and burning their huts. Imbued with a sense of power and authority from their uniforms 

and training, they saw civilians as inferior. Short, brown civilians, "sometimes half 

nekkid," were, in the context of the era, something less than human.
18 

17 Quoted in ANJ (22 July 1899), p.1126. See also "Issuance of Certain Military 
Orders in the Philippines," S. Doc 347, 57th Cong., 1st sess., (1903), p. 5; Storey, 
Secretary Root's Record, p. 99. 

18 Rowland, "Fighting Life in the Philippines," p. 243; also quoted in ANJ (8 May 
1899), p.1171. In that same issue, a letter from General Elwell S. Otis agreed with 
Rudyard Kipling's assessment of the Filipino as "half-devil, half-child," who "respects 
nothing less than force and a strong government ... and must be soundly thrashed for 
their treachery." 
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Racial stereotypes in the United States conditioned the reactions of American 

soldiers, and helped to explain why white enlisted men saw the Filipinos as "niggers." It 

seems logical that the Indian wars, subject to many of the same social attitudes, would 

provide a parallel, but it was the color of the Filipino, not his battle tactics, that set the 

wartime terminology. Theodore Roosevelt might allude to the Filipinos as "modem-day 

Apaches," but to the men in the field they were just "niggers."19 In 1859, Charles Darwin 

first published The Origin of Species. Darwin's theory of evolution, which stressed 

"survival of the fittest" and natural selection as a means of explaining the success of some 

species and the demise of others, gained wide acceptance in the academic community. 

The theory also dovetailed quite nicely with the ideas of the English social theorist Herbert 

Spencer, who held racial differences to be a result of"speciation," or the adaptation of a 

population to a particular environment. Spencer traveled throughout the U.S. and helped 

to popularize Darwin's ideas. Through a somewhat dubious course of reasoning, 

however, the theories became distorted.20 

Social Darwinism, as it came to be known, provided the basis for a "scientific" 

racism, not only for the general populace, but also for the educated elite who held 

positions of influence throughout the Progressive Era. Senator Henry Cabot Lodge 

offered the following exhortation for American expansion: 

19 Roth, Muddy Glory, p.16~ see also editorial, "Niggers and Dagos," ANJ (26 
August 1899). 

20 See Robert C. Carneiro, ed., The Evolution of Society: Selections from Herbert 
Spencer's Principles of Sociology (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1967); also 
Richard Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought (Boston: Beacon Press, 
1955). 
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The great nations are rapidly absorbing for their future expansion and their 
present defense all the waste places of the earth. It is a movement which 
makes for civilization and the advancement of the race. As one of the great 
nations of the world, the United States must not fall out of the line of 
march.21 

Although too politically astute to disclose it in public, Roosevelt himself also fell prey to 

social Darwinist doctrine. The president shared the views of historian and fellow Harvard 

alumni John Fiske, who was profoundly influenced by Darwin's and Spencer's theories. 

In what was probably his most influential work, Fiske delineated a grandiose, nationalistic 

view of the superiority of the Anglo-Saxon race and its imperial destiny. Both Roosevelt 

and Lodge received the work with favorable praise. 22 

For the common infantryman, hatred and intolerance for Filipinos grew from 

contact with the insurgents and their sometimes grisly handiwork. 23 Social Darwinism 

shaped the paternalism of administrators in Washington, but it is difficult to explain the 

scorn and hatred that they often displayed. Theodore Roosevelt's irritation with his "little 

brown brothers" increased with their tenacity, and was exacerbated by the attacks made 

on his cabinet by anti-imperialist dissenters like Moorfield Storey. To Roosevelt, 

Secretary of War Elihu Root stood beyond reproach as a selfless servant of the nation, and 

those who attacked him were not only foolish, but also unpatriotic. In slinging mud at 

21 Henry Cabot Lodge, "Our Blundering Foreign Policy," The Forum, 19 (March 
1895), p.l7. 

22 Tompkins, Anti-Imperialism in the United States, p.7. 

23 The ANJ printed many stories and letters describing Filipino "barbarities." In 
one such description, the Journal applauded the efforts of the New York Evening Post in 
"turning its attention from the alleged cruelties of Americans to more believable 
allegations."( emphasis added). 
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Root, opponents also dirtied the Army, decreasing its morale and encouraging its enemies 

in the Philippines. 24 

For all their influence in Congress, however, Storey and his cohorts could not hope 

to achieve a real victory without stirring the public and bringing their opinions to bear 

upon members of Congress. The "insurrection" spanned two Congressional elections, 

providing two opportunities for anti-imperialists to tum the imperialists' constituencies 

against them. In the absence of scientifically conducted surveys, an absolute gauge of 

popular opinion at the tum of the century remains somewhat elusive. The popular press, 

however, provides a satisfactory measure for two reasons. In order to remain solvent, 

newspapers and magazines had to sell copies of their work. This, in tum, demanded a 

keen sense of what the public wanted to read, regardless of accuracy. 

A survey of the popular press reveals a slow reaction to atrocity stories early in the 

war. In the spring of 1899, the New York Evening Post fell victim to its own anti-

imperialist bias when it accused officers of the 20th Kansas regiment of shooting prisoners 

after the battle of Caloocan. The Army immediately launched an investigation, 

discrediting the sources for the article, and the Post was obliged to retract its charge and 

offer a public apology. 2s When new rumors of military misconduct began to circulate in 

24 Roosevelt to Root, February 18, 1902, in Elting E. Morison, ed., The Letters of 
Theodore Roosevelt, 8 vols. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1951-54), III: 232-
233. 

25 Editorial, "Slanders Refuted," ANJ (22 July 1899), p.1126. The editor printed 
one of H.L. Wells' letters in support of his assertion that the ones who sent inflammatory 
letters back home were more often than not those who had never "sniffed the smoke of 
battle .. . " 
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the early months of 1900, they were largely ignored, perhaps due to the Post 's 

embarassment. The stimulus of the 1900 presidential campaign prompted some papers to 

hint at American cruelties, but the new allegations were not fully described until military 

censorship in Manila was relaxed, and the Philippine War was in its final stages. 

In the winter and spring of 1902, a significant element of the press tried to 

compensate for their earlier reluctance. Many publicized Brigadier General J. Franklin 

Bell's controversial concentration order, as well as the courts-martial of Marine 

Lieutenant Littleton W.T. "Tony" Waller and Army Brigadier General Jacob H . (Hell-

Roarin' Jake) Smith for their actions in the Samar campaign?6 In December of 1901, Bell 

issued an order establishing concentration centers for the civilians of Batangas province. 

When the press reported it, at least a dozen editors, mainly in the east, paralleled the order 

with the infamous reconcentrado order of General Valeriano "The Butcher" Weyler y 

Nicolau in Cuba. To the Boston Post, a decidedly anti-administration paper, Bell had 

gone "a step further than Weyler went in Cuba, or than Kitchener had gone in South 

Africa." The Spanish and British had been content with "concentrating the miserable 

women and children left after the devastation of farms and villages, but General Bell marks 

the husbands and fathers and brothers as criminals to be hanged when caught. "27 The 

Philadelphia Ledger saw the concentration order as proof of America's moral decline: 

26 Details of the Samar campaign itself are discussed below. 

27 Public Opinion, 32 (30 January 1902), p.132. The Army had established the 
policy of treating the insurgents as criminals early on. See editorials in ANJ, (24 February 
1900), p .598 and (22 March 1900). ANJ editor William Conant Church had also decried 
Kitchener's actions in the 18 February, 1899, issue in defense of accusations of cruelties in 
the Philippines. 
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Who would have supposed on the 6th of December, 1897, when President 
McKinley stated in his formal message to Cuba that "the cruel policy of 
concentration pursued by Weyler in Cuba" was not civilized warfare, that 
the same policy would be, only four years later, adopted and pursued as the 
policy of the United States in the Philippines? Time does truly work 
wonders~ but when or where has it worked a greater wonder than this?28 

For some editors, however, an analogy was not a parallel. 

The Pittsburgh Times noted that "General Bell does not propose to starve these 

people as Weyler did the Cuban reconcentrados," and offered the contemporary policies 

of the British army in the Boer War as an example of the requirements of military 

necessity. The editor of the Boston Journal seemed ready to praise Bell as an early 

practitioner of urban renewal: 

The hardship to the Filipinos of Batangas is not in the mere leaving of their 
homes, which are structures of straw and branches, only a little more 
elaborate than Indian wigwams. They can ... perhaps profit by 
compulsory removal from abodes that long use and neglect have made 
unwholesome. 29 

This passage clearly reflects the influence of social darwinism upon its author. 

The court-martial of Lt. Waller for ordering the deaths of eleven native guides did 

not create much of a stir until an Associated Press dispatch noted his use of superior 

orders as a defense. The Buffalo Express saw General Smith's orders to kill all "who 

offered resistance over ten years of age" as exemplary of the failure of United States 

policy in the Philippines. "So far from promoting civilization [are we]," the article read, 

"that we ourselves are adopting the methods ofbarbarism."
30 

28 Literary Digest, 24 (1 February 1902), 138. 

29 Ibid. 

30 Ibid, 24 (19 April 1902), 531. 
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With sentiments like those aired in the Express, the allegations of impropriety hit 

home. Secretary of War Elihu Root, responding to the clamor for a Congressional 

investigation, and no doubt aware of press speculation, produced a report in February 

1902 designed to prove that the charges of cruelties were "either unfounded or grossly 

exaggerated.,,31 The central theme of the report was denial~ not so much of the reports of 

individual transgressions, but that the Army had condoned or encouraged the behavior. 

To that end, Root displayed eighteen different statements from company commanders in 

the Philippines that deplored cruelties visited upon the natives, each of which freely 

admitted that these statements had come about as a result of "many complaints" by 

Filipinos.32 In order to prove his sincerity and the good intentions of the Army, Root had 

the General Orders 100 reprinted in entirety within the document, calling special attention 

to orders 16, 44, 56, 75, and 80, which delineated the correct manner of the handling of 

enemy civilians, prisoners of war, and their property. Conspicuously absent from the 

discussion was order 21, which defined the enemy as "a native or citizen of a hostile 

country." Later in the report, when enumerating Filipino crimes against American 

soldiers, review boards and courts-martial ruled the crimes treason based upon their 

interpretation of order 15 7. 33 A strong double standard was obviously at work. Though 

prevailing estimates of the Filipinos had unequivocally classified them as uncivilized and 

31 S. Doc 205, pt.1 57th Cong., 1st sess.,(l902) p.l. 

32 Ibid, Exhibit E. 

33 Ibid., Exhibit G. 
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incapable of understanding the concepts of law or government, military justice held them 

answerable for crimes based on the violation of American law. 

President Roosevelt also took notice of the attacks on the Army and his policy, 

and believed the needs of his party, as well as national honor, demanded a vigorous 

defense. In the spring of 1902, angered by the demands of Carl Schurz and other anti

imperialists in Congress for a broader investigation than that provided by Root and the 

Senate Committee on the Philippines, Roosevelt decided to counterattack. Henry Cabot 

Lodge's speech in the Senate on May 5th set the tone for the administration's rebuttal.34 

Together with two carefully publicized speeches of cabinet officers in the same month, 

Lodge's speech demonstrated the willingness of the Roosevelt administration to pit 

sectional antagonisms against one another and vilify anti-imperialists in defense of the 

Army. In the administration's eyes, those who made cowardly attacks on the American 

soldier were akin to the "Copperheads" who had derogated Union soldiers forty years 

earlier. 

Roosevelt entered the fray with an address at Arlington National Cemetery on 

Memorial Day, 1902. When he praised the labors of the American soldier, he linked them 

to the goals of his policy. Humanity, not severity, characterized United States aims in the 

Philippines, but neither he nor the Army would make the mistake of coddling our Filipino 

enemies to the detriment of our Filipino friends. Wisely avoiding the mitigation of any 

specific excesses, Roosevelt reminded Americans that such actions were few in number 

when compared to the cruelties inflicted upon United States soldiers by the insurgents. 

34 Congressional Record, 57th Cong., 1st sess. (1902), pp. 5030-5050. 
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Our boys were fighting for "peace and civilization," the President pledged, and the hope of 

the Filipino nation rested in their total victory. Those "walking delicately" in the "soft 

places of the earth" showed an unforgivable lack of gratitude in assailing the brave souls 

engaged in this endeavor. 35 

In addition to social Darwinism, the success of the administration's rebuttal lay in a 

strong sense of national pride. The victory over Spain had convinced the American people 

of their superiority, reaffirmed the exceptional nature of the United States in the scheme of 

history, and renewed faith in her redemptive mission. When the Philippine War began, the 

American soldier enjoyed high public esteem. The administration capitalized on this 

attitude, and the attitude reveals much about the reluctance of many Americans to believe 

atrocity stories. Even Andrew Carnegie, a sworn foe of territorial imperialism, harbored 

second thoughts about financing any further investigation of military misconduct. "We 

have only to dub ourselves as blackeners of the American troops," wrote the 

philanthropist, "to render ourselves impotent for all good to the people of the 

Philippines. "36 If Carnegie, shielded from the pressures of public opinion by retirement, 

wealth, and a Scottish castle, could falter, then it is no surprise that men less protected 

could salve their doubts in patriotic and optimistic sentiment. Any injustice done to the 

Philippines would be righted later, after pacification was complete and the Filipinos had 

pledged allegiance to the power and benevolence of the United States of America. 

35 Newspapers around the country undoubtedly carried summaries ofRoosevelt's 
speech; the above text is derived from the one in the New York Times, (3 June 1902 ), p. I . 

36 Andrew Carnegie, "Americanism versus Imperialism," North American Review, 
168 (January 1900), pp.l-13. 
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Working in tandem with patriotism in defusing a potentially dangerous 

groundswell of public opinion was the timely conclusion of the "insurrection." The 

massacre at Balangiga played an interesting role, in that it served two opposite purposes. 

For the anti-imperialists, it provided ample fodder for their fusillades against the 

administration. At the same time, however, it sparked a campaign of unprecedented 

intensity for the Army, thus expediting the end of the war. 

On the morning of September 28, 1901, the seventy-four members of Company C, 

9th regiment, United States infantry, were surprised at breakfast by a band of insurgents. 

Many of the insurrectos had earlier infiltrated the town of Balangiga on Samar Island in 

the guise of a detail of laborers assigned to clean the streets and promote an American 

standard of sanitation. On a prearranged signal from the police chief and the local priest, 

the workers turned on the unarmed soldiers in the mess line, killed forty-five of them and 

wounded eleven. A correspondent for the New York Times correctly prophesied that the 

reaction to the massacre "will mean that Samar will be laid to waste." American soldiers 

"now consider that the only true 'Amigo' is the dead 'Amigo." '37 Although Brigadier 

General Jacob H. (Hell-Roarin' Jake) Smith, commander of the Army and Marine units 

assigned to revenge Balangiga, would later claim that his soldiers had "acted with the 

greatest forbearance," what followed was the most widespread killing of Filipino civilians 

f h 
. 38 

o t e enttre war. 

37 "Soldiers Massacred at Balangiga," New York Times, 13 January 1902. 

38 Associated Press dispatch for April 21, 1902, quoted in The Philippine Review, 
n (May 1902), p.242. The reports ofMajor General Adna Chaffee to the Department of 
War do not offer sufficient information to estimate the number of civilian deaths on the 
island of Samar or the ratio of civilian casualties to the total population. The number of 
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General Smith ordered his troops to "kill and burn" and to make Samar "a howling 

wilderness." His orders produced atrocities as well as pacification. The most notorious of 

these atrocities involved Marine Major Littleton W.T. Waller. Waller was accused of 

ordering the execution of eleven native guides because of their reluctance to inform his 

troops of the presence of some edible roots found during a march through central Samar. 

Later, during a lengthy court-martial in Manila, Waller also answered to the charge of 

having tied one of the prisoners to a tree and shot in different parts of his body on three 

successive days. Waller allegedly saved the fatal bullet for the fourth day. In his defense, 

Waller predictably claimed that he was only following orders--a legitimate defense under 

the current Articles of War: 

Q: Did he [Smith] give you any instructions in the manner of the age of the 
people that were to be killed? 
Waller: Well, at Balangiga the first question came up as to the killing of 
people--I mean hostilities . ... I asked what persons were to be spared. He 
said that all capable of bearing arms should be killed. Then I remarked to 
him . . . that it seemed to me that these people were born with bolos in 
their hands, and asked for an age limit, and he gave the instruction of ten 

1 39 years--a I over ten years. 

General Smith also stood before a court-martial, and was convicted. His retirement 

quelled the public outcry, and bought some time for the administration. However savage 

civilians killed by American arms was undoubtedly less than the number of deaths 
attributable to the destruction of food supplies and epidemics in the concentration centers. 
For the entire period of the war, it has been estimated that between sixteen and twenty 
thousand insurgents were killed in battle, and from two to two hundred and fifty thousand 
civilians died, chiefly from starvation and disease. The total population of the islands in 
1898 was probably about eight million, though this figure, as well as the figures cited 
above, is merely approximate. See Henry Graff, American Imperialism and the 
Philippine Jnsu"ection, (Boston: Little Brown, 1969), p. xiv. 

39 S. Doc 213, 57th Cong., 2nd sess., ( 1903), p. 11 
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or inappropriate, Smith's tactics in Samar led to the surrender of the insurgent governor of 

the island, Vicente Lukban, in February of 1902.40 

Brigadier General J. Franklin Bell adopted a quite different, but no less successful, 

strategy in Batangas. Major General Adna R. Chaffee, who had taken over the Philippine 

command in July of 1901, used the continued outrage over Balangiga to warrant a harsh 

plan of action. He directed Bell, much as he had Smith, to obtain information from the 

natives and "pacify" Batangas "no matter what measures have to be adopted."41 Bell 

began by issuing a series of circular orders designed to deny supplies to the insurgent 

forces, closing all ports in Batangas and Laguna, and herding the population into 

concentration camps, heavily guarded and strictly enforced. Once Bell was satisfied that 

he had banished all hostile forces to the Batangan wilds and removed their outside 

support, he embarked on a scorched earth policy, destroying rice crops and burning entire 

villages. 42 On April 16th, 1902, General Miguel Malvar, his wife and two small children 

suffering from a fever, went into the town ofLipa and surrendered.43 Just over a month 

later, on the 4th of July, President Roosevelt proclaimed the war successful. Although 

40 Brian Linn, The U.S. Army and Counter-Insurgency in the Philippine War 
1899-1902, (Chapel Hill, N.C.: The University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1989) p. 27; 
Kamow, In Our Image, pp. 190-192; Miller, Benevolent Assimilation, pp. 219-222; 
Millett and Maslowski, For The Common Defense, p.295. 

41 Miller, Benevolent Assimilation, p. 236. 

42 Glenn Anthony May, Battle for Batangas: A Philippine Province at War, (New 
Haven, CT.: Yale University Press, 1991), pp. 242-243; Millet and Maslowski, For The 
Common Defense, p. 296; Miller, Benevolent Assimilation, pp. 206-208; Kamow, In Our 
Image, p. 188. 

43 Ibid 
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military leaders would experience further difficulties maintaining and defending the 

Philippines, only the staunchest anti-imperialist magazines would continue their criticism. 

By the summer of 1902, the public had grown weary of sensationalist atrocity tales. 

For imperialists and anti-imperialists alike at the tum of the century, expansion 

meant war. The ease with which the United States defeated Spain seemed to mandate 

American possession of the Philippines~ after all, they were the fair and just spoils of that 

war. The end of the war, however, was the beginning of the fight for those who opposed 

American rule there. The nature of the ensuing guerrilla struggle produced atrocities on 

both sides, providing anti-imperialists with a political bludgeon for almost any agenda. 

After a brief period of interest, however, popular dissent over atrocity stories faded into a 

background of jingoism and righteousness concerning America's role in world affairs. 

This righteousness would endure two World Wars, the war in Korea, and even the first 

few years of the VietNam War. When atrocity stories again surfaced in 1969, the 

American public had lost faith in its government, and this time the reports proved 

devastating. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE VIET-NAM WAR: ATROCITIES IN PERSPECTIVE 

The war in Viet-Nam was not fought much differently, in a tactical sense, than the 

Philippine War. Both involved a match between lightly equipped indigenous and 

technologically advanced American forces. The Filipino insurrectos shifted their strategy 

only after it became apparent that they could not win conventional engagements. The 

Viet-Nam Cong San (VC), already accustomed to the difficulties of resisting a materially 

superior force, merely resumed the struggle started against the French. In each conflict, 

however, the immediate consequences were the same: the indigenous force resorted to 

guerrilla warfare. 

The practice of guerrilla warfare has remained essentially unchanged since time 

immemorial. Harassment of the enemy, evasion of decisive, "set-piece" battles, and 

surprise attacks made the most of limited resources. Americans had themselves used these 

tactics to great advantage in past engagements. During early years of the Revolution, 

American citizen-soldiers inflicted great damage on the Redcoats from the treelines and 

ambushes, then melted away to the invisibility of towns and farms. In the Seminole War, 

American troops found it necessary to abandon conventional strategy, darkening their skin 

and approaching by canoe in order to gain an advantage over their Native American foes. 

The practice of seeking refuge in the guise of civilians in particular, however, 

frustrated and infuriated American troops, and led to the misdirection of reprisals in the 

Philippine and Viet-Nam wars. Administration opponents ofboth periods seized upon 
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reports of military misdeeds as means to their respective ends. Why, then, in view of the 

similarities of the conflicts themselves, did the knowledge of atrocities duing the war in 

Viet-Nam provoke an outcry of public dissent, when reports of cruelties from the 

Philippine War did not? 

Part of the reason may be found in differences between the two racial milieus. 

Atrocity reports printed during the Philippine War reached a public that generally accepted 

the pseudo-scientific concepts of social Darwinism. In contrast, news of atrocities in the 

1960s coincided with racial tensions caused by opposition to the civil rights movement. 

While Dr. Martin Luther King and others struggled for civil rights of African-Americans in 

the United States, black soldiers in Viet-Nam struggled with racial prejudice among their 

fellow soldiers. Between 1967 and 1971, the Inspector-General's office saw over one 

thousand reports of "serious incidents" involving violence between blacks and whites. 

Many of these altercations started during meetings of "Black Brotherhood" groups. 1 In 

addition to the internecine violence, the NAACP and other groups levelled loosely 

substantiated charges of discriminatory draft practices at home, and disproportionate 

dangerous duty assignments while in Viet-Nam. This racial animosity spilled over into 

American assessments of enemy and ally alike, in epithets such as "gook," "slope" and 

"dink." Later anti-war tracts would later point to these these appellations as indicative of 

the animosity that lay behind atrocities. 
2 

1 Inspector-General Briefing to COMUSMACV, (30 November 1971), Records of 
the Military Assistance Command Viet-Nam , 9:0842, (hereafter cited as RMACV). 

2 Infra, p.67. 
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Improved communications technology provided almost instantaneous feedback, 

and set the stage for criticism of U.S. armed forces in Viet-Nam. For the first time in 

history, television brought Americans face-to-face with the grim realities of war. The now 

infamous footage ofChiefofPolice Nguyen Ngoc Loan's summary execution of a VC 

suspect, presented to the public without the balancing information concerning VC 

executions of women and children in the same area, and the desperate struggles of 

American sons, brothers and fathers invaded households, planting the seeds of doubt in 

American minds. The usually staid, implicitly trusted CBS news anchor Walter Cronkite 

expressed visible dismay at the news of the VC suicide raid on the Saigon Embassy during 

the Tet offensive. The print media, and its self-appointed government gadflies, produced 

innumerable articles condemning U.S. policy. The Associated Press supplied color 

pictures of children, charred skin hanging in shreds from a napalm raid, as they fled their 

homes. The availability of satellite line feeds facilitated the use of these photos as 

compelling adjuncts to the stories. 3 

Historians and contemporary observers such as Don Oberdorfer and Peter 

Braestrup have assigned the media sole responsibility for the unpopular nature of and 

ultimate U.S. failure in the Viet-Nam war. The authors have claimed that the news 

3 See the Associated Press photo, which first appeared in Life, magazine, and later 
in any number of American history textbooks. The pictures that Army photographer Ron 
Haeberle snapped at My Lai also found their way into Life, 61 (5 December 1969) 36-45. 
One of these photos achieved notoriety as a poster after Haeberle's interview with Mike 
Wallace on the CBS news show 60 Minutes. See poster, captioned "Q ... . and babies .. ?" ... 
"A ... and babies," Lubbock, TX., Archive of the Vietnam Conflict, My Lai collection, box 
one (hereafter cited as A VC). 
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coverage was biased against the government at the outset, or that the sensational coverage 

of the horrors of war eclipsed an examination of the policies that originally led the U.S. 

into such a weak position. While authors on both sides of the argument have been fairly 

accurate in terms of facts presented, they have borne the weakness of having been 

themselves involved in the actions that they described. Their close proximity to the events 

in question colored their conclusions: all media was biased; all media sensationalized; all 

media attacked the military and left government unscathed.4 In the process of vindicating 

themselves and excoriating the media, they stopped short of explaining the effects, 

regardless of bias, that the coverage had on the public. Moreover, in their analyses the 

critics set their sights on media coverage of conventional engagements and operations like 

Search and Destroy missions, large-scale battles like the Ia Orang campaign An Loc, and 

the Rolling Thunder and Linebacker strategic bombing campaigns. However sensational 

or selling, killing unarmed civilians and non-resisting prisoners was not a regular part of 

coverage until 1969. 

Scattered reports of atrocities in the Viet-Nam War began to trickle back to the 

U.S. just over a month after President Lyndon Johnson committed conventional ground 

forces to the conflict. In the April25, 1965, edition of the New York Times, reporter 

Beverly Deepe wrote of the "brutality" accompanying the increased U.S. commitment. 

4 See Robert Elegant, "How to Lose a War," Encounter 57 (August 1981), p.73; 
Peter Braestrup, Big Story: How the American Press and Television Reported and 
Interpreted the Crisis of Tet 1968 in Vietnam and Washington, (Boulder, CO.: Westview 
Press, 1977); Don Oberdorfer, Tet! (Garden City, NY.; Doubleday, 1971); Todd Gitlin, 
The Whole World is Watching: Mass Media in the Making andUnmaking of the New Left 
(Berkeley: The University of California Press, 1980). 
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An American helicopter crewman had allegedly thrown a captured VC soldier out of the 

craft at an altitude of one thousand feet. At first the crewman boasted to his friends that 

the prisoner had "infuriated him," and he threw him out on purpose. Later, when warned 

by his commanding officer of a possible court-martial, the crewman changed his story, 

insisting that the prisoner had attacked him and fallen during the ensuing altercation. s 

The incident did not escape the administration's notice. On July 30, 1965, 

Lieutenant Colonel John Susskind of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense sent 

a memorandum to COMUSMACV requesting information. The constituent of an 

unnamed congressman had seen the story, and Susskind needed "information on which to 

base a reply."6 President Johnson's National Security Council staff kept a close eye on 

such reports, and fielded questions about them to the best of their knowledge. In the four 

years between 1966 and 1968, however, only three such reports surfaced. Each incident 

involved questionable treatment of VC suspects or prisoners. 7 Because of the anti-

communist sentiment prevalent among the majority of Americans at that time, these 

reports drew little sympathy or attention.8 Surveys taken by ABC News' Harris Poll 

s "Congressional Interest in Newspaper Stories on Brutality by U.S. Troops 
Against Prisoners," cable from OASD to COMUSMACV, (30 July 1965),Lyndon Baines 
Johnson National Security Files, Microfilm 17:0857,(hereafter cited as LBJNSF). 

6 Ibid 

7 See LBJNSF, 1965-1969, (14 February 1967), 23:0435; (27 November 1967), 
24:0995; (13 July 1968), 26:0181. Two ofthese reports again involved the ejection of 
VC suspects from airborne helicopters; one involved the shooting of a suspect after refusal 

to give information. 

8 See article by former president Dwight D. Eisenhower, Editolial, "Comforting 
the Enemy," The Wall Street Journal, (29 March 1968), RMACV, 7:0816. 
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revealed that for the first three years of open intervention in the conflict, most Americans 

supported U.S. military efforts in Viet-Nam. In addition, and perhaps as a result of the far 

more numerous stories of the mistreatment of American airmen in Hanoi, the majority felt 

our handling of VC prisoners to be within the limitations set forth by the 1949 Geneva 

Convention. 9 

This sentiment also rendered futile anti-war groups' efforts to publish and 

distribute atrocity reports. The only group that managed to publish such an extended 

work was the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation. Against the Crime of Silence 

contained the proceedings of the "Russell War Crimes Tribunal," which consisted of 

doctors, lawyers, philosophers, historians and others, gathered to present "evidence" of 

American war crimes in Viet-Nam. The Foundation published the Tribunal's findings in 

1968. In the introduction, Lord Russell, Nobel laureate and longtime peace advocate, 

compared the tribunal to a grand jury in that it did not have the power to try or convict, 

but in the course of its proceedings it did indict the United States government and its 

military for their "crimes of imperialism." Panelists produced "evidence" from every facet 

of the war that pertained to American actions, deeming them "atrocities" whether they 

were against the Law ofWar or not. The testimonies described subjects ranging from the 

effects of cluster bombs on the human body to the ethical and philosophical implications of 

9 Based on a survey of The Harris Survey Yearbook of Public Opinion: A 
Compendium of Cu"ent American Attitudes, (New York: Louis Harris and Assoc., 
1969) in the four-year period 1966-1969, inclusive. See also "American Opinion 
Summary," report from Public Opinion Studies Staff to McGeorge Bundy, LBJNSF (6 
August 1965), 5:0798-0804. 
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the war. The majority of the participants placed their contributions within a Marxist-

Leninist-imperialist framework, beseeching the reader to help "dismantle the American 

Empire." 10 As a consequence, any persuasive value the work might have had was lost, 

especially on Americans who survived the McCarthy years. The Tribunal undoubtedly 

produced more heat than light. 

Public support for the war, and the relative apathy over American atrocities, 

continued in varying degree until the Tet offensive in 1968. Countrywide assaults by the 

VC stunned U.S. troops, and the American public. Although U.S. forces were successful 

in repelling the attacks in Viet-Nam, the Johnson administration could not fend off the 

recriminations at home. What of the "light at the end of the tunnel" that General William 

Westmoreland had promised just months earlier? Were not VC forces being driven from 

South Vietnam? If so, how did they muster enough strength for such a widespread, 

devastating attack? In the months following the offensive, support for the war dropped to 

an all-time low. 11 Protests groups gained momentum. In Life's December 5, 1969 issue, 

an article, complete with full color pictures, described the horrendous activities of 

Company C, 1st Battalion of the 20th Infantry regiment of the America! Division. U.S. 

troops had been involved in a large-scale atrocity at a tiny hamlet known to military 

strategists as "Pinkville." The world would soon come to know the village as My Lai. 

10 John Duffett, ed., Against the Crime of Silence: Proceedings of the Russell 
International War Crimes Tribunal, (Flanders, N.J.: O'Hare Books, 1968), p . 5. 

11 Louis Harris, "Viet War Support Declines to 54%," The Washington Post, (25 
March 1968, RMACV 7:0815. 
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Quang Ngai province, located in the northern, or I Corps, region of South Viet-

Nam, had long been known as a hotbed ofVC activity. During the Tet offensive in 

February 1968, the 401st North Vietnamese Army (NV A) regiment had" ... attacked 

Quang Ngai city and other towns in the province ... the VC continued to pose a threat, 

causing the Quang Ngai province officials extreme concern over the possibility of a second 

attack on Quang Ngai city. "12 After the fighting, VC units withdrew to locations in Son 

Tinh district to "reorganize and refit. "13 To maintain surveillance and to put pressure on 

the VC units located in Son Tinh, the 11th brigade formed Task Force Barker. Headed by 

and named for Lieutenant Colonel Frank A. Barker, the task force consisted of three 

companies from the America} Division: Company A, of the 3rd battalion/31st infantry; 

Company B, of the 4th battalion/3rd infantry; and Company C, ("Charlie" Company) of 

the 1st battalion/20th infantry. 

Company C had been stationed at landing zone (LZ) Dottie since January 26, 

1968, and for several weeks the men had seen no combat. During these weeks the 

soldiers became aware that they were in a dangerous area: "Mines and booby traps, often 

placed by women and children, were everywhere. "14 On February 25, Company C ran into 

12 Joseph Goldstein, Burke Marshall, and Jack Schwartz. The My Lai Massacre 
and its Cover-up: Beyond the Reach of Law? The Peers Commission Report with a 
Supplement and Introductory Essay on the Limits of Law. (New York, NY.: The Free 
press, 1976) p. 58. 

13 Ibid 

14 Seymour Hersh, My Lai 4: A Report on the Massacre and its Aftermath. (New 
York: The Free Press, 1976), p. 26. 
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a mine field on a routine patrol north of Son My village. Six men were killed and twelve 

seriously wounded. Pfc. Herbert Carter remembered that "the guys were confused. They 

said 'O.K., you guys [the VC] want to be tough? We can be rough right with them.' The 

VC were blowing us up with mines -- sending little kids with grenades. It was getting 

ridiculous." IS Such incidents served to harden the men's attitudes, and made them less 

discriminating about who they shot. 

The night of March 15, 1968, Captain Ernest C. Medina briefed the company 

about the following day's operation. Army Intelligence had reported that the area was 

occupied by the 48th VC battalion, and that the VC would "outnumber them about two to 

one." 16 Nearly all of the witness statements later taken by the Criminal Investigation 

Division (C.I.D.) agree on the perception that American commanders would condone 

indiscriminate killing, even if they did not openly encourage it . Herbert Carter, a private in 

Company C, testified that : 

The pep talk was unusual. He [Medina] said 'well boys, this is your chance 
to get revenge on these people. When we go into My Lai tomorrow, it's 
open season. When we leave, nothing will be living. Everything is going 
to go. 17 

This alleged statement by Medina suggests a strong desire for what G.I.s in Viet-Nam 

knew as "payback." The question of Captain. Medina's intent, however, remains unclear 

to this day. 

IS Ibid, pp. 33-34. 

16 Herbert Louis Carter, Witness Statement, taken by United States Army, 
Criminal Investigation Division, Houston, Texas, (6 November 1969), AVC, box 2. 

17 Ibid 
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On the morning of March 16, the four platoons that comprised Company C were 

airlifted from LZ Dottie to a point just west of My Lai. The assault began with a routine 

artillery prep which lasted for approximately five minutes. First platoon, under the 

command of Lieutenant William L. Calley, and second platoon, under Lieutenant Stephen 

Brooks, then moved toward the village first, while third platoon, led by Lieutenant Jeffrey 

LaCrosse, stayed behind in reserve. Captain Medina's Headquarters Unit would "move 

with the third [platoon] and then set up a command post inside to monitor the operation 

and stay in touch with other units." 18 After deploying in textbook United States Army 

fashion, the unit began killing. 

The men cleared each hut of its occupants according to their usual routine. They 

then separated from the groups the few men that were of military age for interrogation, 

and took about eighty of them to the plaza area.. Lieutenant Calley placed Corporal Paul 

Meadlo in charge of these people, and left. When he returned, he asked the corporal: 

"Haven't you got rid of them yet? I want them dead." 19 Corporal Meadlo then opened 

fire on the group. Later he testified: 

We stood about ten to fifteen feet away from them and then he [Calley] 
started shooting them. Then he told me to start shooting them. I started to 
shoot them. So we went ahead and killed them. I used more than a whole 
clip -- used four or five clips. 

20 

There are seventeen 5.56 mm. rounds in each Ml6 clip. 

18 Hersh, My IAi 4, p. 47. 

19 Ibid, p.50. 

20 Paul Meadlo, Witness Statement, taken by the United States Army, Criminal 
Investigation Division, (29 November, 1969) AVC, box 2. 
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Soon after this group was gunned down, third platoon entered the village. They 

systematically set fire to the huts, destroyed the food supply, and slaughtered the livestock 

in the village to insure that the supplies did not fall into VC hands. About twenty minutes 

later, Captain Medina's platoon entered the village, also from the west. There they 

encountered an elderly Vietnamese man, who told them through Medina's interpreter that 

there had been 30-40 VC in the village the previous evening, but that they had already 

departed. This information had no effect, however, on Medina's subsequent commands or 

actions. 21 Any trust of the Vietnamese had exploded with the booby traps. 

By I 030 hours, "Charlie" Company had been through and around the village 

thoroughly. Most of the soldiers wandered aimlessly about, shooting those who showed 

any sign of motion in the scattered heaps of bodies. Here Herbert Carter stopped to rest. 

While he sat there, Corporal Frederick J. Widmer asked to borrow his sidearm, a .45 

calibre automatic. Widmer then took the weapon and went over to where a small boy, 

about 8 or 9 years of age, was walking toward them with a stomach wound, crying. 

Widmer cocked the weapon, and at point blank range shot the child in the neck. "Did you 

see how I shot that son-of-a-bitch?" Widmer asked. 22 Carter told a friend who was 

standing next to him~ "I can't take this no more." Shortly after this Stanley heard a single 

21 Goldstein et al., The My Lai Massacre and its Cover-up, pp. 136-137. passim. 

22 Hersh, My Lai 4, p. 68. 
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gunshot. Carter had shot himself in the foot, presumably to avoid killing any more 

civilians. 23 

At noon the four platoons pulled out, rendezvousing in a field just east of the 

village. Captain Medina then led them to the northeast through the hamlets of My Lai 5 

and My Lai 6, plundering and burning as they went. By nightfall the company was back at 

LZ Dottie, and the VC were back in My Lai 4, helping to bury the dead. When Army 

investigators reached the area in November of 1969, as part of the C.I.D.'s investigation, 

they found the mass graves. They estimated that "450-500 people--most of them women 

and children" had been buried there.24 

The officers of Charlie Company were reluctant to advise Division headquarters of 

the results of the operation at My Lai 4. When they did, it seemed as if Division 

headquarters wished that they had not . The reportage of the incident began with a 

seemingly insignificant report from Warrant Officer First Class Hugh Thompson to his 

commanding officer, Major Frederick Watke.25 Thompson was piloting one of the three 

support aircraft being provided Task Force Barker during the assault. Upset over the 

23 Harry Stanley, Witness Statement, taken by United States Army Gulfport, l\11, 
(26 October 1969}, A VC, box 2. 

24 Hersh, My Lai 4, p. 74. 

25 Thompson later achieved some notoriety for his actions that day. When the pilot 
saw what was transpiring on the ground, he landed his helicopter between some injured 
villagers and a squad from C Company. Thompson then ordered his door gunner to fire 
on the next "sorry-assed grunt" who threatened the villagers. See Kevin Sim and Michael 
Bilton, Four Hours in My Lai: A War Crime and Its Aftermath, (London: Viking, 1991}, 

p 105. 
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"unnecessary killing" he had seen that morning in the village, Thompson felt obligated to 

report the incident through the proper channels. Watke relayed Thompson's report to 

Colonel Barker, who then made arrangements to go to the area himself Satisfied that the 

matter was in the hands of the proper authority, Watke returned to work. 26 Barker later 

made a survey of the area and returned to inform Watke that "he had found no substance 

to the Thompson report. "27 When the first official reports of the operation reached 

Military Assistance Command Headquarters, General William Westmoreland, unaware of 

what had actually occurred, congratulated the unit for "outstanding action. "28 

On April4, 1968, the Information Office ofthe Americal Division released a 

statement to the effect that Task Force Barker had "raided a VietCong stronghold known 

as 'Pinkville' six miles northeast of Quang Ngai [city], killing 128 enemy in a running 

battle." The attack on the village had also "accounted for 69 enemy killed. "29 Colonel 

Oran T. Henderson, Commanding Officer, 11th Infantry, in a later investigative report, 

stated that "20 non-combatants were inadvertently caught in preparatory and cross fires . 

No civilians were later gathered and shot as alleged in VC propaganda."30 According to 

26 Goldstein et al., The My Lai Massacre and its Cover-up: pp. 242-243 . passim. 

27 Ibid p. 244 

28 Message from COMUSMACV to CG/ America! Division, ( 16 March 1968), 
RMACV, 1:0787. 

29 Media Release from Information Office, 11th Infantry Brigade, America! 
Division, 4 April 1968, A VC, box 3. 

30 RMACV, 10:0656. 
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Henderson, "initial preparation resulted in 68 VC KIA [Killed In Action] and II VC 

captured."31 Reports like these were entered into the records of the Military Assistance 

Command, Viet-Nam, and put aside. The issue lay donnant for just over a year, until one 

man finally spoke out. 

On March 29, I969, Ronald L. Ridenhour, who had been in the I23rd Aviation 

Battalion of the Americal Division, sent a letter to several congressmen in which he 

reported that it had become impossible for him to "disbelieve that something rather dark 

and bloody did indeed occur sometime in March, I968 in a village called "Pinkville" in the 

Republic of Viet Nam. "32 Ridenhour went on to describe the stories that he had heard 

from various fonner members of the II th Brigade, each more graphic than the last. He 

ended the letter by saying that he had considered taking the story to the general media, but 

that the action "would not bring about the constructive actions that the direct actions of 

the United States Congress would."33 

One of those who received the letter was L. Mendel Rivers, Chainnan of the 

House Committee on Armed Services, who decided to check into Ridenhour's allegations. 

On April 7, he sent a copy of the letter to the Department of the Army requesting that the 

31 Ibid 

32 Ronald Ridenhour to United States Congress, letter, (29 March 1969), A VC, 

box3. 

33 Ibid 
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allegations be investigated. 34 The Department of the Army acknowledged receipt of the 

letter, and advised that because of the time required to investigate the matter a final reply 

could not be expected "for some time." Although the investigation was still in progress, 

the Army assured Chairman Rivers that "charges against Lieutenant Calley would be 

preferred no later than 6 September 1969. "3s 

The Criminal Investigation Division (C.I.D.) began proceedings late in 1969. 

Within six months, charges including murder and assault with intent to commit murder, 

were preferred against thirteen people.36 On November 24, having determined that there 

was sufficient evidence to warrant a trial, Major General Orwin G. Talbott, Commanding 

General, Fort Benning, Georgia, referred the charges against Lieutenant Calley for trial by 

general court-martial. Impanelling ofthe court began on November 12, 1970, and the 

prosecution began presenting its case less than a week later. On March 22, 1971, the 

court found Lieutenant Calley "guilty of the premeditated murder of not less than twenty-

two Vietnamese non-combatant civilians and of assault with intent to murder one 

Vietnamese non-combatant civilian." On March 31, William Calley received a sentence of 

confinement at hard labor for life, total forfeiture of all pay and allowances, and dismissal 

34 My Lai Subcommittee of the House Committee on Armed Services, 
Investigations of the My Lai Incident, 91st Cong., 2nd sess., H. Res. 105, 15 July 1970, 
Washington, D.C. : (United States Government Printing Office, 1970), p. 1. 

3s Ibid, p. 4. 

36 "Regarding the incident at Son My," United States Army Command Information 
Fact Sheet, Issue Number 180, (2 April1971), AVC, box 3. 
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from the service. The C.J.D. dismissed charges against eight of the remaining defendants, 

and four were acquitted of all charges. 37 

As the criminal investigation was proceeding in 1969, the Army became concerned 

that the incident at My Lai 4 had not been reported earlier and investigated adequately. 

Accordingly, on November 26, 1969, Secretary of the Army Stanley Resor and Army 

Chief of Staff General William Westmoreland directed Lieutenant General William R. 

Peers to conduct an inquiry as to the nature and scope of the original Army investigations 

of what occurred on March 16, 1968, in My Lai 4. General Peers was directed to 

determine: 

1. The adequacy of [such] investigations or inquiries and subsequent 
reviews and reports within the chain of command; and: 

2. Whether any suppression or withholding of information by persons 
involved in the incident had taken place. 38 

In order to expedite the matter, General Peers assembled an investigating team of 

field grade officers, those between the rank of major and colonel, inclusive. The first 

phase of the inquiry began on December 2, 1969, with the taking of testimony from 

witnesses and the collection and review of the pertinent documents. On December 26, 

General Peers and the panel went to Viet-Nam to gather information there. They made 

on-site inspections of the areas in question and interviewed several of the personnel in 

37 Ibid 

38 Goldstein et. al., The My Lai Massacre and its Cover-up: Beyond the Reach of 
Law? p. 29 
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question. They completed the taking of testimony by March 7, 1970.39 The Peers Inquiry 

came to the belated conclusion that the massacre had indeed taken place, primarily due to 

"the nature of the orders given. "40 With regard to the cover-up of the incident, they found 

that several commanding officers had had knowledge of the incident but had reported only 

a portion of that knowledge. They also found that Colonel Henderson's investigation had 

been inadequate, and that these reports had been accepted at face value by General Samuel 

W. Koster, Commanding General of the Americal Division.41 Most importantly, they 

found that actions had been taken at all command levels to suppress information. 42 

As result of these findings, Colonel Henderson, who had submitted the initial 

report, was charged with violating regulations concerning the reporting of war crimes, 

dereliction of duty regarding the reporting and investigation of war crimes, and 

suppressing information pertaining to the possible unlawful killing of civilians at My Lai 4 

on March 16th, 1968. Henderson was acquitted of these charges on December 1 7, 

1971.43 

Soon after copies of Ridenhour's letter had been sent to the Department of the 

Army and General Peers had been ordered to conduct his inquiry, Chairman L. Mendel 

Rivers sent a letter to Congressman F. Edward Hebert. In the letter Rivers requested that 

39 Ibid, p 44-49, passim. 

40 Ibid , p. 314. 

41 Ibid, p. 4. 

43 Ibid , pp.314-316 passim. 
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Hebert form a special sub-committee to conduct hearings in order to determine what 

additional action might be necessary. The hearings included most of the same questions as 

the Peers Inquiry, but seemed more concerned about the enforcement of Uniform Code of 

Military Justice than the actions themselves. In May, 1970, a special team went to Viet-

Nam to study Army records on the incident, and to ascertain what procedures had been 

established with regard to the handling of non-combatant civilians. 44 The My Lai Incident 

Sub-committee, as it was called, found that the units involved in the incident had had 

insufficient training with respect to the handling of civilians under the Rules of 

Engagement and the Geneva Conventions. As such, they decided that it would be unfair 

to blame all of Task Force Barker.45 

Captain Ernest C. Medina was responsible for giving Company C its final briefing 

the night before the operation. The captain enjoyed the implicit trust of his men, because 

he had survived the long, arduous route to becoming an officer, going through each rank 

from private to captain. Those under his command saw him as one who had "been there" 

and who understood the trials of being an enlisted man or non-commissioned officer.46 On 

the night ofMarch 15, Medina told his men to expect heavy resistance. He also told them 

of the intelligence reports confirming the 48th VC battalion's presence in the area. These 

44 Message from MACJ1 to Chief of Staff, MACJ12 (6 May 1970), Records Of 
The Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, 14:0983. 

45 House Committee on Armed Services, Investigation of the My Lai Incident. p. 

6-7. 

46 Hersh, My Lai 4, p. 17 
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two aspects of the briefing are corroborated by all of the testimonies taken by the C.I.D., 

the Peers inquiry and the Congressional hearings. Several other aspects of the briefing, 

however, were not as clearly remembered. 

Some of those questioned by the investigative bodies testified to a sort of "pep 

talk," as did Herbert Carter. This pep talk, according to several testimonies, included a 

reminder of the company's recent losses. David B. Hein told the Peers inquiry that : 

He built us up that there were going to be Viet Cong there, which we knew 
there was. He said that there shouldn't be any civilians there, like he says 
"don't worry about civilians cause [sic] there is none there, because this is 
all enemy controlled." . .. We wanted to get in there and get these people 
that shot our men. 47 

The key phrase in Hein' s testimony is "shouldn't be any civilians there." It suggests that 

Captain Medina was misinformed, Army intelligence was mistaken, or that their findings 

were outdated. 

Frederick J. Widmer told the C.I.D. that Medina did indeed say that "everyone was 

to be killed. "48 This testimony underscores the fact that Medina had very possibly been 

misinformed about the number and/or presence of civilians in the village. Both of these 

accounts were sworn testimony, but were taken well over a year after the incident had 

occurred. In addition to the testimonies pertaining to the events on the night before the 

incident, several depositions held that Medina had tried to get Lieutenant Calley to stop 

47 David B. Hein, Testimony to Peers Commission, 10 January 1970. AVC, box 
4. 

48 Frederick Joseph Widmer, Witness Statement, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United 
States Army, Criminal Investigation Division, (11 March 1970), AVC, box 2 . 
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the killings on that fateful day. Louis B. Martin testified on October 16, 1969, that there 

was in fact an order to stop the shooting, but that he did not "recall who put the word 

out. "49 Fred Widmer testified on March 11, 1970, that Medina had said to "call Calley 

and tell him to stop shooting."50 Testimonies like these go far in explaining why the court 

acquitted Captain Medina of all charges on September 22, 1971. 

The incident at My Lai became known to the general public in late 1969. The 

Associated Press released a one-paragraph report on September 6 regarding the 

impending charges against Calley at Fort Benning. Because the release contained no hint 

of the scope of the incident, or perhaps because of its brevity, it received little notice. Just 

over a month later, Seymour Hersh, who had already produced a book on chemical usage 

in the war, got a call from one of his contacts in Viet-Nam describing the incident. Hersh 

crafted a detailed article, and after quite a bit of searching, found a buyer in the fledgling 

Dispatch News Service. On November 13, some thirty-five newspapers ran the story. 

Although the New York Times and the Alabama Journal had printed the story almost a 

week earlier, both lacked Hersh's detail. 5
1 

49 Louis Bernard Martin, Witness Statement, Modesto, California, United States 
Army, Criminal Investigation Division, (16 October 1969), AVC, box 2. 

50 Supra, note 48. 

51 "Seymour M. Hersh," in Contemporary Authors: A Rio-Bibliographic Guide to 
Cu"ent Writers in Fiction, General Non-Fiction, Poetry, Journalism, Drama, Motion 
Pictures, Television and Other Fields, vol. 7, (Detroit: Gale Research, 1969), pp.355-59~ 
"My Lai: An American Tragedy," Time, (5 December 1969), RMACV, 8:0435. 
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After Hersh's article appeared, literature dealing specifically with the massacre and 

tracts denouncing the war as a whole based on American atrocities began to appear en 

masse. Single-column and multi-page-length articles flooded contemporary periodicals for 

almost three years. Opinions in these works ranged from the ultra-conservative to the 

radical. William F. Buckley, Jr., in an article entitled "Mylai: Whose Fault?" placed the 

blame on the soldiers themselves. The very idea that the Army would order such an action 

was "preposterous." In Buckley's view, the soldier who would shoot unresisting civilians 

"had serious psychological problems before he ever set foot in Viet-Nam."s2 Balancing 

Buckley's assessment were articles such as Frank Mankiewicz' and Tom Braden's in the 

Washington Post. The Post writers saw the massacre as symptomatic of a "war fought 

against civilians," and spread the blame liberally among the press, the government, and a 

society guilty of not wanting to "hear it the way it was. ,s3 Regardless of whether the 

public wanted to "hear it," or whose fault it was, the damage was done. America, as a 

nation, had committed its "first" war crime. 

Even more revealing than the ephemeral, contemporary periodical literature about 

My Lai is the array of book-length treatments that the massacre has received. Self-

appointed investigators from all over the world, some of whom had never seen action in 

s2 William F. Buckley, Jr., "Mylai: Whose fault?" National Review 21 (30 
December 1969), p. 1339. 

s3 Frank Mankiewicz and Tom Braden, "Mylai Is A Typical Vietnam Battle In a 
War That's Directed At Civilians," The Washinton Post, (9 December 1969), RMACV, 
8:0433. The spelling of the village's name as one word suggests a certain amount of 
ignorance on the parts of all three authors. 
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any war, went to Viet-Nam to gather any evidence possible about American war crimes. 

Correspondents swarmed over Viet-Nam, cameras and notebooks in hand, following every 

patrol that would let them. Most actions that the unfortunate patrol made, most of which 

were routine, and well within the parameters set by international law and military codes, 

were zealously documented This resulted in a highly concentrated, and thus distorted, 

view of the war to those who read their works. Although some were academic in nature 

(or at least claimed to be), some clearly followed an anti-war, anti-capitalist agenda. 

The latter grouping began with EdwardS. Herman, a freelance author, who placed 

the blame for atrocities upon the upper echelon of America's military, as well as its 

political leadership. 54 The author supported his position by observing, rather 

simplistically, that the United States military trained young men to kill, as if no other 

military organization in the world did so. Herman also charged that the military leadership 

ordered saturation bombings as an explicit part of strategy, apparently unaware of the 

extended risks taken by American pilots in avoiding civilian areas. In either case, the 

author pointed to the trials at Nuremberg as having set the precedent for extending 

responsibility for war crimes to military and political leadership. The United States "sat in 

judgment at Nuremberg, established the principles, and even incorporated them into its 

constitution. " 55 Herman accused the American political and military leadership of 

54 Edward S. Herman, Atrocities in Vietnam: Myths and Realities (Boston: Pilgrim 
Press, 1970). 

ss Ibid, p.l2. This is a blatantly erroneous statement. The principles of 
Nuremberg were indeed incorporated into the Uniform Code ofMilitary Justice in 1950, 
but to suggest their presence in the Constitution borders on the ludicrous. 
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suddenly ignoring those principles when it found itself in the position of the accused. ~6 

The author was obviously not aware that the United States initiated more disciplinary 

action in Viet-Nam than any war in the nation's history.~' 

James Kunen implicated American society for the atrocities committed by its 

military. The author underlined the apathy of most Americans, asserting that if they were 

not "startled" by the soldier's stories that he had assembled, then they should be startled at 

"not being startled."~8 The work focused on the Viet-Nam Veterans Inquiry, an ad hoc 

gathering of anti-war protestors, draft evaders, and ex-soldiers, and asserted that the 

Pentagon "declined to comment" on the specific charges made there. Kunen evidenced 

both political and personal motivations in his introduction. He explicitly stated that the 

goal of his work was to stir Americans into opposition of the Viet-Nam War. Kunen 

warned that an end to the war depended on the American citizen, and exhorted readers to 

pressure their representatives. At the same time, he revealed his fear of the Selective 

Service system, asserting that he never "asked their goddamned opinion" of his fitness for 

service. 59 

56 Ibid, p. 5. 

57 Interview with Professor Joseph B. Conboy, Associate Dean, Texas Tech 
School of Law, (formerly Staff Judge-Advocate, 1st Cavalry Division, Viet-Nam), 14 May 

1994. 

58 James Simon Kunen, Standard Operating Procedure: Notes of a Draft-age 
American (New York: Avon Books, 1971), p. 14. 

59 Ibid, p. 5-14 passim. 
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Mark Lane, who had already achieved some notoriety as a member of Students for 

a Democratic Society, concentrated his verbal ammunition on the United States Marine 

Corps. In his preface, he tried to paint a sort of"Jekyll and Hyde" transformation from 

the "young American" who was one week buying sodas for his girl and six months later 

was murdering unarmed civilians. He held that military training was responsible, and that 

Marine training was the most notorious for explicitly teaching torture methods. He 

described the environment in which men commit atrocities, and outlined the desensitizing 

aspects of that environment. Lane asserted that Marine training removed the aversion to 

murder by dehumanizing the enemy, and gave several examples. The author accomplished 

all of this in his introduction, and said that his purpose was not to "concentrate the anger 

of an outraged society on a few transgressors whose actions ... were the result of a strategy 

approved by the society as a whole."60 Mr. Lane did not reveal the means by which that 

villainous society had directly approved such action. 

The remainder of the book consisted of interviews with both active and honorably 

discharged veterans. Lane made no attempt to draw any generalizations from the 

interviews, or reach any conclusions about the material. He did not place the information 

in the context of the propositions put forth in his introduction, or attempt to categorize it 

in any way. He posited a number of forces at work upon the individual, then in the same 

paragraph asserted that each is responsible for his own actions. In short, Lane did not 

even realize the academic implications ofhis work. Lane produced the work in 1970, 

60 Mark Lane, Conversations with Americans, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 
1970), p.l5; Contemporary Authors, vol. 6, pp.l27-28. 
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when the Cambodian incursions and the shootings at Kent State had stirred war protests 

to unprecedented proportions. The combination of accusations and testimony with no 

ensuing analysis prompts questions about Lane's personal motivations. 

Some of the works on American war crimes in Viet-Nam attempted to present a 

more reasoned accounting. Seymour Hersh, author of the original story that broke in 

December of 1969, expanded his findings into two of the most authoritative, and widely 

accepted versions of the incident and its subsequent cover-up. Hersh avoided judgments 

and accusations in his first work, My Lai 4: A Report on the Massacre and its Aftermath, 

published in 1970. Aware of the repercussions that inflammatory rhetoric might have on 

both the anti-war effort and his own credibility, the author saved his recriminations for his 

second work, Cover-Up: The Army's Secret Investigation of the Massacre at My Lai 4. 

Produced after the Peers Inquiry had finished its investigation, the book enumerated the 

steps that the Army had taken to hide the incident from both the U.S. Government and the 

American public. Hersh still did not accuse the Army of malicious intent, but maintained 

that a certain amount of ignorance and a large measure of self-preservation had resulted in 

"repercussions that the U.S. military will not escape for years, perhaps decades."
61 

In a significant legal treatise, attorney Telford Taylor examined the implications of 

the Nuremberg trials on American war crimes in Viet-Nam. His purpose was to describe 

"the concepts that Nuremberg was based on, the effect that the trial had on those 

61 Seymour Hersh, Cover-up: The Army's Secret Investigation of the Massacre at 
My [Ai 4 (New York: Random House, 1972), p. iv. See also Hersh, My Lai 4, A Report 
on the Massacre and Its Aftermath, (full reference supra, note 14). 
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concepts, and how those concepts apply to United States involvement in Viet Nam."62 

Taylor presented a well-balanced appraisal by weighing issues such as whether or not the 

Viet Cong followed the "law of war," and examined the circumstances under which an 

individual from either side might appropriately be· charged with a war crime. He also 

presented what he termed United States military "policies," such as forced resettlement 

without adequate provision for health and safety, torture of prisoners, devastation of large 

areas of country side, free fire zones, and the emphasis on body counts, all of which 

tended to incriminate the upper-echelon. To that end, he emphasized the fact the United 

States was the principal sponsor, organizer and executant of the Nuremberg trials. In this 

context, Taylor concluded that the question of the guilt of the individual with regard to 

war crimes cannot be fully answered without looking into the "higher responsibility. "63 

One ostensibly academic study tried to empirically prove that ultimate 

responsibility for the war lay with the United States government. In Bringing the War 

Home, John Helmer, a Senior Associate at the Research Center for Economic Planning, 

asserted that not only did the United States seek to increase its "empire," but America's 

ruling elite served its class interests by sending America's poor to fight the war.
64 

Rather 

than deal directly with the problem of atrocities, Helmer used them as means to an end. 

The United States government, the author asserted, had "genocidal" intent, not only 

62 Telford Taylor, Nuremberg and Vietnam: An American Tragedy (Chicago: 
Quadrangle Books, 1970), p. 17. 

63 Ibid, p. 206. 

64 John Helmer, Bringing the War Home: 1he American Soldier in Vietnam and After, 
(New York: The Free Press, 1974), pp. 1-42 passim. 
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towards the Vietnamese but the working-class poor as well. In this context, Helmer 

absolved individual soldiers of any wrongdoing, portraying them as mere puppets of their 

society. Like the War Crimes Tribunal study, Helmer utilized Marxist-Leninist theory as a 

basis for his empirical data. Although he presented the data in a fairly compelling fashion, 

the Harvard doctorate overlooked one fact that is elementary to any second-year 

sociology major. Marx's theory of the origins of capitalism and communist revolution is a 

closed system, and is not by any stretch of the imagination scientific. The theory is thus 

untestable, and cannot be proved or disproved with any amount of evidence. 65 

Political scientist Richard A. Falk, historian Gabriel Kolko, and psychologist 

Robert Jay Lifton assembled a compendium of articles entitled Crimes of War. Topics 

ranged from philosophical and ethical questions to the legal implications of American war 

crimes in Viet-Nam. The bulk of the articles in the scholarly, yet blatantly biased, work 

placed blame for these incidents yet again on the United States government and the 

military establishment. Kolko set the tone for the work by suggesting in his introduction 

that "unseen distant commanders and political leaders order [the soldier] into situations 

where the commission of war crimes is a normal incident of military behavior." 

Philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre contributed the most compelling, if least factual, argument in 

the compilation, asserting that American involvement in Viet-Nam was neo-colonial in 

nature. Independent of the "intent or motives of the government, ... the real evidence of 

war crimes" was to be found on the battlefield. Sartre held that racism was "the key to 

65 Jonathan H. Turner and Leonard Beegly, Jhe Emergence of Sociological1heory 
(Chicago: The Dorsey Press, 1989), p. 162. 
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genocide." Appellations such as "gook," "slope," and "dink" supposedly illustrated this 

point. Other "evidence" used to support the argument, such as the "the field telephone 

treatment," were supported only by secondhand interviews with soldiers. Sartre's 

argument culminated with his assertion that racism grew out of the policy of attrition, i. e., 

"a dead Vietnamese is a Viet Cong." He also weakened his argument with polemic 

language and inaccurate assertions. For example, in retracing the history of United States 

involvement, the author enumerated the reasons why the United States did not sign the 

Genocide Convention, when in fact the U.S. outlined the major tenets of the document.66 

In 1973, the co-editor of Crimes of War, Robert Lifton, shifted his attention to the 

readjustment of Viet-Nam veterans to society. Lifton used a psycho-historical approach 

to the problem of atrocities, but only as a step in explaining problems in readjustment to 

society. Home From the War examined these problems in adjustment, and claimed that 

the problems stemmed from the conflict between the image of the "warrior-as-hero" that is 

a part of the American psyche and the "unnecessary war that [the soldier was] forced to 

fight." Lifton also emphasized the idea of discrepancy between formal training and 

informal training, defining formal training as the way in which the recruit is trained to kill 

only the enemy and informal training as the implicit instruction to kill any Vietnamese. 
67 

66 Richard A. Falk, Gabriel Kolko, and Robert J. Lifton, eds. Crimes of War: a legal, 
political- documentary and psychological inquiry into the responsibility of leaders, citizens, 
and soldiers for criminal acts in wars (New York: Random House, 1971). 

67 Robert Jay Lifton, Home from the War: Vietnam Veterans, Neither Victims nor 
Executioners (New York: Basic Books, Inc, 1972), p. 16-19, passim. 
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In the last years of the war, accusations and admissions of atrocities took a more 

tangible form. Calling the assemblage "Dewey Canyon III," a group of veterans of the 

Viet-Nam, Korean, and World Wars, each bearing some sort ofproofofservice, marched 

on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C., in April 1971 .
68 

The group gathered in protest near 

the Lincoln Memorial. In an attempt to persuade Congress to end American involvement 

in that war, almost all asserted that they had either committed atrocities or had seen them 

committed on a regular basis. Even though the soldiers represented only a small portion 

ofthe almost six million men who served in Viet-Nam between 1965 and 1973, statements 

by this group and others like it erased the last vestiges of doubt among sectors of the 

American public who still supported the war effort. If what we were doing in Viet-Nam 

was not wrong, Americans wondered, then why were the very men we asked to go and 

fight there angry about it? Dewey Canyon III, and similar protests involving veterans, 

manipulated contemporary opinion in such a way that proved detrimental to their own 

b h . 69 
rot ers-1n-arms. 

The tracts and demonstrations that so vehemently denounced the U.S. war effort 

invariably brought the ill-will of the public down on veterans themselves. As the only 

tangible aspect of a war fought literally halfway around the world, veterans proved an easy 

target for epithets of"murderer" and "baby-killer." The majority of soldiers who served in 

Viet-Nam had never even seen the acts attributed to them, much less committed an 

68 John Kerry and Vietnam Veterans Against the War, The New Soldier (New 

York: MacMillan, 1971), p. 10. 

69 Ibid , pp.S-9. 
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atrocity themselves. The unwarranted shame that many felt at having been involved in the 

war evoked a need to tell their side ofthe story. In the mid-1970s, veterans began to 

produce works describing firsthand the environment in which incidents like the one at My 

Lai occurred. In A Rumor Of War, Philip Caputo explained the tension that resulted from 

hunting an unseen enemy: 

The rare instances when the VC chose to fight a set-piece battle provided 
the only exitement; not ordinary contact, but the manic ecstasy of contact. 
Weeks ofbottled-up tensions would be released in a few minutes of 
orgiastic violence .... 70 

In a similar work, Peter Goldman and Tony Fuller interviewed sixty-five veterans of 

Company C, 2/28th, I st Division. The authors asserted that their purpose was to break 

the silence and feelings of shame that public reaction to atrocity reports had engendered. 

The authors presented neither a military history nor a moral commentary, but "the chess 

game viewed ... by the pawns."71 

The tenn "pawns" proved sadly correct, for the men who were drafted for service 

in Viet-Nam had no more control over their fates than the ivory figures on a chessboard. 

These people were sacrificed, not with any malicious intent, but by a naive belief in the 

American ability to set things right. In the Philippines, that threat was American decline in 

the face of continuing European imperialism. In World War One, German aggression 

furnished Americans with a cause. Japan placed our immediate security in jeopardy in 

70 Philip Caputo, A Rumor of War, (New York: Ballantine Books, 1977), p.xv. 

71 Peter Goldman and Tony Fuller, Charlie Company: What Vietnam Did to Us. 
New York: Ballantine, 1983. 
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1941, and the horrors of Nazism cried out for justice. When the late Kim 11-Sung crossed 

the thirty-eighth parallel in Korea, the United States was bound, not only by the abstract 

concept of duty to humanity, but also by the Truman Doctrine to provide aid to any 

country imperiled by the perceived spectre of communism. This same dogma drew the 

United States, in increments imperceptible to most Americans, into what had begun as a 

colonial struggle between France and Viet-Nam. Americans who fought and died there, 

however, were denied the honors bestowed upon veterans of previous wars. 

When news of atrocities first appeared in 1965, they captured the attention of only 

the vocal minority of anti-war opposition--and gave them what they thought would be a 

political bludgeon to wield. As far as they were concerned, the government had been 

deceiving the public as to the depth of American committment in Viet-Nam, where they 

had indiscriminately destroyed homes, slaughtered livestock, and killed innocent civilians. 

The vast majority of Americans, however, still clung to the vestiges of American 

beneficence until news of the massacre at My Lai. For the actions of one platoon, all 

soldiers who served in Viet-Nam were suddenly and unjustly vilified. 

Swept up in the wave of righteous anger created by civil rights reform, and 

horrified by the barrage of daily reports and nightly broadcasts on the war, many of 

America's youth placed self above service to the nation in this bitter conflict. The Johnson 

administration may well share responsibility in this, for the president was unwilling to rally 

the American public for fear that full committment to the war in Viet-Nam would 

endanger his social agenda. Having rejected the values of their parents -- the World War 

n generation-- anti-war activists turned on their peers who had served in Viet-Nam. This 
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rejection could only be justified by attacks upon national policy, and the ultimate executors 

of that policy: the American soldier. Those who spat on the returning veterans were 

engaged in a desperate effort to justify their own actions, their own evasion of service, and 

did not consider that their own father or brother who had fought in one of America's 

"crusades" might have been guilty of some indiscriminate killing of their own. Because no 

one remembered the accusations leveled against the Anny at the tum of the century~ 

because no one would believe such treason during the two World Wars~ because everyone 

was too intimidated by McCarthyism to speak out so during the war in Korea, veterans of 

Viet-Nam bore, and continue to bear, the unjust verdict of society as sole perpetrators of 

American war crimes. 

Does this mean that all soldiers who served in Viet-Nam were innocent? Certainly 

not. But it does suggest that the vast majority of American servicemen served their nation 

as honorably and well as any of their Philippine War, World Wars or Korean War 

predecessors. The Viet-Nam serviceman, however, faced a much more complex set of 

variables, and was subject to far more intense (and uncensored) media scrutiny. That 

same media introduced American society to the human price of war. Whereas in World 

War Two even still photos of dead American servicemen were banned, in Viet-Nam the 

American people witnessed a summary execution, complete with splattering brains, in 

slow-motion. The excesses of media reporting in Viet-Nam led to a return to near

censorship of the subsequent campaigns in Grenada, Panama, and particularly the Persian 

Gulf As long as people remain ignorant of the true nature of war, it will continue to be a 

part of human existence. The water cure may yet again be revisited. 
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